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Abstrnct
The following documem is a report on a project which had as its
primary goal to develop and implement a Stress and Timc·ManagclllcllI
Training and Awareness Program for older children nctwecn the OIgcs of III
and 12 in a selected rural Newfoundland schnol selling. Difficulties with
time-management (especially as it relates to school wnrk and intr:lpersollal
concerns) were emphasized.
Following a thorough review of the research lilerllture, the
invcstigator developed six modules hased on the research findings.
MODULE I (Children and Stress) is designed to enhance children's
awareness level of the stress concept and help them develop a variety or
effective coping strategies. MODULE II (Learning To Say No!
Assertiveness Training) provides activities that can he used to help children
develop appropriate assertive responses. MODULE III (Goal Selling)
deals with goal setting behaviours. Included are activities designcd to help
children develop more realistic and attainable gOOlI::.. MODULE IV (Time
Usage) is designed 10 help children hecome more aware of their CUTrent
use of time with regard to school work and leisure activities. MODULE V
(Prioritization) contains activities designed to help children learn how to
prioritize tasks and activities according to their level of importance.
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Finally, MODULE VI (Scheduling) provides children with strategies for
scheduling weekly activities and events.
Eight children (mean age = 11.2) participated in the implementation
phase of the program. As an addendum to the project, a bri.ef evaluation of
module r was conducted. In general, results of the evaluation indicated that
the panicipants achieved the objectives of module I with a relatively high
degree of :iUccess. More specifically, however, the results suggcst that thc
participants achieved an adequate understanding of the general concept of
stress.
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«HAPTER I
Introduction
Purpose Qf the Proh:cI
'~e purpose of this project wa!' to develop and implement a Stress
and Time-Management Awareness and Training program for older children
hetween the ages of 10 and 12 in a selected rural Newfoundl:md school
setting. Dirficulties with time-marmgement, especially as it relates to
school work and intraperl'onal concerns, were emphasized along with
coping strategies useful for addressing such difficulties. An addendum to
the project was an evaluation of one module of the program (Module I:
What Does Stress Mean) to allow for subsequent modifications.
Rationale and Signincance
Over the years the phenomenon of stress and stress related issues
has received much attention in the research literature, especially as it
applies to the adult population. More recently, however, researchers have
recognized that stress can have a significant effect on children, especially
young children and adolescents. A~ a result, researchers are now
encouraging the devel:>pmem of programs that will increase children's
ability to recognize and to cope with stress (Henderson, Kelbey, &
Engebretson, 1992; Omizo, Omizo, & Suzuki, 1988).
The idemification of school lire evenls that are pcrc~iv~iJ Il)'
chiliJren to be stressful have been researched by Dickey ;md II~ndersun
(1989), The authors suggest that educators must inve.~ti&all:: both children's
perceptions of stressful life evems and the roping mechanisms used tn d~:L1
with these experiences. Such information wOUltlllssisl cduc;lIors in till:
development and implemem:ltion of appropriate training prugram.~. Such
programs woult! help children utilize existing coping stra(egi~s <lnd develop
new ones. The authors stated that, "such a program can then ext~nd intn
presentation and pructice of positive techniques which children c;ln I~mll
and use for a healthier emotional and physical life" (p. 17).
In a recenl study by Weltman (1990), levels and types of stres." were
examined among junior high school students (ages 12to 14 years). The
sample consisted of212 students (118 females and 94 males) in a selected
rural Newfoundland selling. The following stre.~·reJated faclors were
investigated: coping strategies, degree of participation in activities, and
interest levels in specified activities. The data were collected Viol an
instrument consisling of four scale.'i.. Student Scales I and II identified the
level of stress and coping as perceived by each participant. Stutlenl sc:lle
III and IV measured the level of participation in activities and interests in
activities. The items on scale I were divided by OIeans of a factor an:Llysi.~
into five categories: Time Manugement; Intrapcrsun:ll; Lucus of Conlml;
Interpersonal; and Acudemie Expectations. An analysis of the rc.~uIL~
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revealed that difficulty with time management, especially 35 it relates to
school-relatcu activities, wa.~ ranked as Ihe highest contributor to stress
levels. Factors related III health and attitudes to"'ard self and others
(intrapersonal category) !>crved as the second highest factor. The author
suggests that "emphasis on any helping strategy should probably be on time
management, especially in regard to schedulir:g school-related work" (p.
57).
In a similar study conducted by Mate (1991) 69 urban
Newfuundland elementary school children in grades five and six were
investigated on four factors: (a) sources and degrees ofwess; (b) coping
strategies; (c) leisure time usage; and (d) inter-individual differences in
stress. coping strategies. ami leisure time usage, according to selected
biograpbical variables. Quantitative data were obtained via fixed response
items in a questionnaire. Student Scale I dealt with interpersonal,
intrapersonul, locus of control. and time management. Student Scale II
mea.~ured coping strategies while scales III and IV dealt with leisure time
activities. In Causes and Manifestations of Stress (Student Scale I). the
suh-scales of Time Management, Interpersonal, Intrapersonal, nnd Locus of
Cuntrol. in Ihul order. were perceived as being most stressful. No
significant differences were found between the sub-scales. A significant
finding in this study (us with the Wellmnn study) was thut time
manngement was the highest rated sub-scale.
"Pisarchick (1989; suggests thai sludcms whu chmnically mism:m:lgc
their lime provoke in others :tr.d in themselves undue "mount.!' of sires.....
Such students frequently have difficulty with the org:miZ;\Iion
and utiliZ41lion of time. ReClUse of (ear. low self-concept,
confusion or poor hahits they may: procr.1slinatc, waste lime.
spend more time gelting ready for a (a.~k Ihan doing the task.
lack planning and/or goal selling skills. le:lYe lask.~
unfinished, do only what they UTe comforl:lh1e or s\1cces.~rlll
doing (nnd therehy avoid doing what is necessary or
required), spend time daydre:\ming. acting oul or ;n slime
way being off task. In general. they may he nul of sync with
themsei~·.::s and the world about them. (Pisarchick. IlJMIJ, p.
I)
Therefore. the inve.<iligator sel out 10 develup a program ror nilicr chilllrcn
that would address these difficult issues.. More specifically, a strc!'i.~ llnc.l
time management awarcness and training program was lIcvelopeli ha.'iCli un
the findings of the research literature. Six mollules are inclullell in the
program, each or which provide a numher or activitic1'i dcsigncd to enhance
awareness and increase coping strategie1'i with reg:ml to slrc~~ anti lime
management beh:lYiors.
Definition of Terms
Stn:ssor - Stres.,or is defined hy Wellman (1990) as "situations or
event.' in life which are perceived to cause a degree ofSlrain on the
individual's resources to cope. There is a relationship between one's
perception of the demanll and one's perception of the ability to respond"
(p.5).
Stress - Stress is llcfincd hy Hiebert (19Sfl) as "an integrated,
JIlultidimensional response, involving :It least the physiological, cognitive,
and hclw.vioral !.ystcms, occurring when people perceive the demands of
the situation ttl exceed their coping resources· (p. 226).
Pc~cption - the individual's personal assessment of demand
intensity am] coping adequacy in determining the level of stress
cKpcrienccd (Hieben, )1;88).
Time.management - the u~e of organizational techniques to aid in
empluying nne's time in the most efficient and effective manner possible
(Colton, 1990).
Limitaiions or the Project
The sample selected for this project may not be a representative
sample and the suhjects were not controlled for any biographical
variahles.
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2. Only the first module oi the program was evaluated. However, the
primary purpose of the project was the development of Inc pmgram
model. As an addendum to the project. the invclltig:lt(Jr Clcch:d 10
conduct a brief qualit3tive evalu3Iion of mcxlule I.
3. The developmenl of the module... relating 10 time-management w:.l.'i
ba.<;ed primarily on the adult litemture, in the ahsence (If !>ignific:ml
literature on activities for children.
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CHAPTER II
Review of Related Literature
Concepts orSlr!:ss
With the amount of attention that stress has received in bolh the
media and professional literature, it is not surprising that the stress concept
has hccame a popular topic of discussion. In recent years, this burgeoning
field has prompted the writing of many books about the causes of stress,
5trcss in selected populations, self-help methods for coping with stress, diets
for stress, exercise for stress, stress in children, and stress management
techniques (Collon, 1990). Sires.. is a concept familiar to many people, but
although most people generally understand its meaning, it is very difficult
to define precisely. According 10 Patel (1991):
no single definition has been fully able to capture the nature
of this complex concept. However, stres.<; not only can be
imposed by external demands but can also be generated from
within by our hopes, fears, expectations, and beliefs. It
follows that what is stressful to one person may be a
refreshing challenge to anOlher, depending upon his
perception of the situation as well as his perception of his
ability to cope with the situation. (p. 9)
Throughout the stress literature. many researchers refer to Hans Selye as
the pioneer of stress research. Referred to as "the father of stress," Selye
(1974) believed that th~ concept of stress had its roots in physioltlgical
adaptation. Selye referred to physiological stress as "a response til any Iypc
of demand made on the body. Whatever the prohlem, it can he met oilly
through one of two basic reaction form~: actively, through fight, or
passively, by running away or putting up with it" (p. 17). Sclyc t.!cvclupcd il
stress mndel which he identified as the General Adaptation Syndrome
(GAS.), or the Biological Strc~" Syndrome (Se1ye, 1974). The l1ltldcl has
three stages: the alarm reaction Muge, the !'.tage of rcsisUlnce, ant.! the
Muge of exhaustion. The three phase!' of the G.A.S. arc outlined below.
A. Alarm reaction. The body shows the changes characteristic of
the first exposure to a stressor. AI the same time. its resistance is
diminished and, if the slressor is sufficiently strong (severe burns. extremes
of temperature), death may result.
B. Stage or resistance. Resistance ensues if continued exposure tn
the stressor is compatible with adaptation. The bodily signs <.:haracteristic
of the alarm reaction have virtually disappeared, and resistance rises uOllVe
normal.
C. Stage or exhaustion. Following long-continued exposure to the
same stres.'mr, \0 which the body had hecome adjusted, eventually
adaptation energy is exhausted. The signs of the alarm reaction reappear,
but now they are irreversible, and the individual dies. (p.39)
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More recently, researchers suggest that the stress concept should be
descrihed as -an integrated. multi-dirnensional response involving at least
the physiological, cognitive, and behavioral systems, occurring when people
perceive the demands of a situation to exceed their coping response"
(Hiehert. 19R8, p. 226). Hiehert further stated that "th~ perception of
stress· is a key component of the interactional model of stress: 'Regardless
of the accuracy of the person's appraisal of the situation and the coping
resources available. a perceived inequity between demand and coping
resources produces an increase in stress level" (p. 228). Hiebert describes
the stress response from both a transitory and chronic perspective:
transitory stres.~ ... the person encounters a demand. reacts,
perceives the coping allempts as beginning to work, or the
demand characteristics as abating, and the system returns to
normal with very little harm done to the person's body ..
Chronic stress develops when individuals are in intensely
demanding situations for long periods of time or if there is
repeated activation of the stress response. (pp. 228-229)
Allen and Hiebert (1991) suggcstthat many theorists and
researchers are currently moving towards this "transactional model of
stress;"
transactional models hold that stress does not arise from the
demands people face per say. Rather.stress arises when
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people perceive the demands of the situatinn in which they
are involved as overtaxing their resources for dealing with the
situation (i.e., their own ahilities and the assistance they can
draw from others), and where dealing with the situalinn
unsatisfactorily is seen to have dire consequences. At the
most basic level, it is not the situation that people encounter
that produce stress for them, hut their perception of the
inadequacy of their resources for dealing with thc Si\ll;ltinll in
a way they deem satisfactory. (Pl'. 19-20)
Not all stress is bad, however. According to Patel ([991). a ecrt,lin
amount of siress is necessary for our very existence as well as for uur
continued personal growth and development. Palel suggests thai optimal
levels of stress can be explained in the following manner:
- Too Lillie Stress. In this situation there is insufficient chnllenge tn
achieve a sense of personal accomplishment. Skills are umlerutiJizell.
Lack of stimulation leads to boredom. There is a lack of purpose ur
meaning in life.
• Optimal Stress. Life is balanced and, despite ups and downs,
perfectly manageable. Job satisfaction and a sense of achievement enahle
the person to cruise through daily work without much difficulty and to he
pleasantly tired at the end of the day.
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- Too Much Stress. There is a caMlant feeling of having too much
to do every day. Despite emotional and physical exhaustion the person is
unable In take time off to rest and play. He is in permanent overdrive but
nllt achieving results as exptcted.
• Breakdown. If his efforts urc continued the person may develop
chronic neurotic tendencies or onc of several psychosomatic illnesses.
Cbildnm and Stress
In discus.~ing stress in childhood, Youngs (1985) suggests that
continuous change, clarification of values, unexpected or unfamiliar
situations, and forced choices are some of the many experiences that stress
(lur children. This is compounded by children's lack of ability to cope
effeclively with these types of stressors as many of the mechanisms needed
to cope have not yet been learned. Youngs adds that for those children
who develop a sense of self-awareness and acquire effective strategies for
uealing with everyuay stres.~ they are more likely to be healthy and happy
and have a zest for living. By learning effective coping strntegies, children
can embrace stres.~ in a constructive manner to promote health, fitness, and
self-development.
D'Aurora and Fimian (1988) studied the phenomena of stress and
hurn-oUI among American children and youth. The authors stated that:
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Young people experience m:IOY different types of strcs.~
throughout life, some on a long-term nnd others on 1I short-
term basis. The key to dealing effectively with this stress,
however, rests in his/her ability to resolve the situatilln~ that
prove stressful. It is also apparent thaI, if the occasillilully
conflicting aspects of stress remain unresolved, or if the
student deals with stressful events for a prolonged period oi
time, s/he could experience burn OUl, a psychulogical
condition manifested by any number of emotinnal or physic..,,]
problems. (p.44)
Larson and Ham (1993) suggest that students who encuunter a
greate. number of life changes have morc frequent experiences of negative
affect - what is referred to as "emotional storm and stress." The aUlhnrs
further state that. as childrcn become adolescents. the relationship between
negative events and emotional experiences onen increases. suggesting lhat
early adolescence is a pivotal point in the devel()pmcnt ()f positive ve~lIs
negative adjustment to daily life.
As Gibbs (1989) states:
The very culture of children, nf freedom and fantasy and kids
teaching kids to play jacks. is collapsing under the weight of
hectic family schedules. Children understand that they are
being cheated out or childhood ... Eight-year-olds arc taking
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care of three-year-olds •• There is a sense that adults don't care about them
.•• It may be that the same loss of leisure among parents produces this
pressure for rapid achievement and over-programming of children ..• If
parents see parenting largely as an investment of their precious time, they may
end lip viewing children as obje<:ts to be improved rather 10 be nurtured at
their own pace. (pp. 52-53).
According to Elkind (1981), many children are expected to grow up lOt.>
quickly. Referring lu them as whurried children,· Elkind states that:
Today's child has become the unwilling, unintended victim of
overwhelming stress, the stress borne of rapid, bewildering
social change and constantly rising expectations. The
contemporary parent dwells in a pressure-cooker of competing
demands, transitions, role changes, personal and professional
uncertainties, over which he or she exerts slight direction. We
seek Ttlease from stress whenever we can, and usually one sore
ambit of OUT control is oor home. Here, if no where el!'\e, we
enjoy the fact (or illusion) of playing a determining role. If
child-rearing necessarily entails stress, then by hurrying children
to grow up, or by treating them as adults, we hope to remove a
portion of our burden of worry
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and anxiety and to enlist (lur children's aid in carrying life's
load. (p.3)
SQu[{'es of Stress
To investigate early adolescents' perception of stressful events and
range of reactivity, Greene (1988) studied eighty.four male and female 4th-
6th graders. Results of the study indicatctlthat death of;a pel received thc
highest frequency (69%), followed by death of a relative (60%), grades
(32%), and illness/injury (32%). The mean numller of affective responses
and disruptive impacts a~~ocialed with the stressors most frequently
described by thc sample were grades, exams, and homework. The
distribution of strcssors by domain revealed thai 29'10 of the stressoTS fell
within the category of personal1oss, 16% within the school context
category, lind 12% within the peer related category. With regard to schuol·
related stressors, two significant differences were found. rirst, femalc~:
described a higher incidence of school related stress, and secondly, the
incidence of school related stress increased with grade level for the cntire
sample. Finally, Greene pointed out thai females reported a higher
incidence of stres.~ors related to school and to peers than did males.
In a study conducted by Dibrell and Yamamoto (19H8), 46 children
(17 girls and 29 boys) between the ages offour and ten years wcre
interviewed (informal conversations) on stress related e"perienccs. Results
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of the study indicated Ihe following cluster areas as sources of stress: (a)
being lost or abandoned; (b) hospitalization; and (c) parental connict. The
authors suggestlont adults should playa significant role in helping children
deal with the issue of stress.
Adults can render assistance hy providing an anchor so as not
to leave children in the dark. cognitively and affectively.
Suitable explanations of the on-going or anticipated events,
coupled with acceptance and clarification of attendant
feelings, can provide a backdrop of security. Against that
background, children may develop and play out their specific
schemes of understanding and coping. The whole orientation
needs to become a daily way of life, a general style of living.
(p.22)
O'Brien (1988) reported the following sources of stress in children's
lives: (a) parents experiencing high levels of stress; (b) pace of life in
today's society; (c) pressure to succeed; and (d) fear and uncertainty.
Omizo et a!. (1988) conducted an exploratory study of sixty children
from grades 1 through 12 in an attempt to investigate stress symptomology.
In general, results of the study indicate that different grade levels have
similar and yet different kinds of stressors. Elementary school children
experienced the following sources of stress: (a) family problems; (b)
feeling inferior; (c) school-related problems; (d) discipline; and (e) general
anxiety. Stressors of intermediate students were: (a) general adolescent
problems of adapting to their developmental changes; (b) peer pressure;
(c) family problems; (d) not feeling in control; and (e) school-related
problems. Decisions about future plans, choosing courses rcl:lled to C,lrcer
aspirations, teacher-student relationships. peer pressure, substance ,II' :se,
and family problems we~" ':.~ major sources of stress for high school
students. The symptoms of stress were categorized as psychnlogicnl.
physiological, behavioral, and emotional. In u study by Spirito, Stark.
Grace, & Stamoulis (1991), 676 children and young adolescents (ages 1)-13
years) were investigated to determine commonly experienced pruhlcms and
the various strategies used to cope with these same events. Results of thc
study indicaled four common str~·'tJrs reported by the sample,:l1I of which
were the same across sex and age. The four common reported stressors
were: parents, siblings. school, and friends.
Signs of Stress
In a recent study by Reese and Roosa (1991), elementary schuol·
aged children (4th, 5th, and 6th graders) were investigated to examine the
relationship between children's self.reporL.. on major lire slres.mrs and
symptomology. Through a survey technique children responded to items
concerning major life stressors and to items a."5es...ing mental health
symptoms. Results indicated that children were willing to identify
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themselves with major life slre.o;sors, and that these self-reports were
related to depression, alcohol use, global self.esteem, and personal
competence.
Dickey and Henderson (1989) described the following as symptoms
of stress: (a) headaches; (Il) stomach prohlems; (c) mood swings; (d)
helligerent behavior; and poor attention spans.
D'Aurora and Fimian (1988) describe the following stress
symptomology:
(a) emotional responses - anxiety, insecl:rity, pressure, vulnerahility,
anger, frustration, mixed up. upset, and nervous;
(b) hiobehavioral fatigue manifestations- stomach pain, dizziness,
fatigue, defensiveness, crying, and/or the breakdown of friendships;
(c) hehavioral manifestations· getting into fight~, talking back to
teachers, picking on other students, yelling at other students, talking
in e1l1SS, or playing the class clown; and
(d) physiological manifestations· getting beadaches, stomach aches,
and feeling ~ick in one's stomach.
O'Brien (1988) li~ted the following as symptoms of stress: (a)
headaches; (b) eating problems; (c) out·of-control-crying; (d) sleeping
problems; (e) general tiredness; (I) stomach upset; (g) shortness of breath;
(h) dizziner..,,/weakness; (i) grinding teeth; G) irritability; (k) restless/excess
energy; and (I) depression.
~,
Omizo el al. (1988) described the following a.. !>ymploms uf 51r~SS
among children and adolescents: (a) depressiun; (b) impulsivity; (el
aggression; (d) being antisocial; (el self·destructive: and (f) irritahility.
Siress in St:bools
Elkind (1981) suggests that our schools C;ln he :, majnr suurce of
stress for young children· rar greater than the sires... uf cumpetition for
grades and honours. Elkind adds that schools :Ire out of tuuch wilh
society's expectations and represent the past rather th"o lhe future.
Children are doing poorly in school today, in p:trt lIuc to the lag hctwccn
what the child is learning and what the world is doing. There is pressure
by schools to get children 10 perform and pmc..luee, 10 learn us much ll"
possible. as quickly as possible. According to Elkind.
school ~n stress children by hurrying them intn dealing with
threats of violence nnd crime; into stereot)pCd roles and
attitudes; and into boring. no-end, meaningles.<; activities.
Schools thus, often add to rather than suhtract from the stres.<;
experienced by children in contemporary society~ (p. 159).
In an article on student stress amI hurnout, D'Aumra ano Fimian
(1988) uescribed nondatu·baseu unu empirical mndels Ilf snurccs IIf stuuent
stress and their manifestations. Sources of student distrcs.~ were descrihed
as follows:
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1. Impending changc.~ that may include school entry. location
changes within and across schools, and the final school years;
2. Nnnacccptance hy peers;
3. Inahility \0 make friends easily;
4. Inahility to learn in school;
S. 1:1:uJequate leisure time; and
6. Poor gr.uJcs.
After interviewing 141 primary children, Dickey and Henderson
(1(llilJ) found the following stress types and descriptions within the school
sclling:
I. Schoo] work: tests, grades, and homework as well as
understanding wnrk as.'\ignments and completing creative projects
correctly.
2. Peer relationships: peer pressure, friendships. sharing, playing
and arguing.
3. Relationships with teachers: cla.'\sroom management techniques,
negative statement!> ahout friend~ and fumily, and approach to
instruction.
4. F:lmily events; parent relutionships, child/parent relationships,
sihling..;, pets and family injuries or crises.
5. I'ersonal injury or loss: getting hun, pushed or kicked, theft,
emergency drills. and destruction or loss of personal belongings.
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6. loss of personal comfort, space. or time: school schedule.
homework interfering with person:.] lime, loss tlf recess lime. noise
in lunchroom, changing classes and tcacher not present OT 'Ihsen!.
7. Discipline: punitive procedures given by leachers ami
administrators.
8. Miscellaneous: st:ltemcnts not categorized in the other stressor
types.
In a Tecent study by Bauwens & Hourcade (19(JZ), Jln lit-risk
students from grades K·12 were investigated on school-hascd stlurccs of
stress. An open-ended standardized question was used to elicit the
information. Results of the study indicated a total of 334 schrltll-hascd
stressors reported by the 197 respondenl~. These responses were O-snrtcd
into six major categories. These categories include: (a) School work (n =
127), (b) Social interactions (n = 46), (c) Treatment by teachers (n = 41),
(d) Discipline and c1as.<;room management procedures, (e) Extracurricular
activities (n = 22), and (f) Public performances (n = 211).
Strategies for Coping With Stress
Through interview and data coding procedures Band and Weisz
(1988) conducted a qualitative study of 73 normal children (ages 6 til 12
years), to explore situational and developmental differences in coping
efforl<;. Results of the study indicate that children as youn~ a.. six years UTe
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adequately aware of !>tress and coping in their own lives. They arc ahle to
report those events which they find stressful, describe their own efforts to
cope, and evaluate the efficacy of those efforts. Slyies of coping however,
differed on .~ituational and age factors. Primary coping strategies included
direct prohlem-solving, problem-focused aggression, and problem-focused
avoidance; the secondary coping strategies included social/spiritual support,
emotion-focused avoidance, and pure cognition.
To examine their knowletlge of the effectiveness or \:opinr strategies
for dealing with everyday prohlems, Berg (1989) studied 217 children and
adolescents in grades five, eight, and eleven. In general, results of the
study indicated that the level of effectivenes.o; was highly dependent on the
t;me at which the rating was made, whether the problem occurred inside or
outside of the school, and the actual context of the everyday problem. Age
and gender differences were found when comparing students' strategy
knowledge with that of the teacher. Older adolescents and females'
awareness of strategy knowledge were more consistent with the teachers'
ratings. Students' strategy knowledge scores were significantly correlated
with self. teacher, and parent ratings of their child's practical intellectual
skills. As well, significant relmionships were found between strategy
knowledge scores and measures of academic achievement.
In a study by Altshuler and Ruble (1989), developmental changes in
72 primary and elementary children's (ages 5 to 12 years) coping strategies
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were examined. More specifically, children were interviewed to determine
the type of coping strategy used to manage frustration caused hy wailing
for a de5ired object (positive valence) and fear caused hy waiting for un
unpleasant event (negative valence) in uncontrollable situations. Results of
the study indicate thut avoidance strategies were the overwhelming c1l1licc
of coping mentioned by children at all age levels. Thc mllst popular
avoidance strategy, regardless of age, was behavior distraction and llO other
strategy ever reached a comparable proportion. An examinatieJn of social
support revealed affective support menlioned more frequenlly than
informational support at all ages (12% versus 2%). The youngest chill.lren
preferred adult support, whereas the 7·g·year.olds prcferreu peer suppnrt.
Interestingly,the ID-ll-year-olds preferred adult support. Included in this
study was a qualitative examination of the cognitive dislraction strategy
suggested by children in both positive and negative situations. In general,
children at all ages suggested vague forms of coping (e.g., "think ahout
something else"), and others suggested more specific forms (e.g., thinking
about particular desirable things-favourite fOys, holiday etc.). It is further
suggested that children's ability to manage their emotion!'; in uncontrollahle
situations by cognitive, in cnntrast to behavioral means, improve with age
level and maturity. There were no significant differences across age
groups.
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Dickey and Henderson (1989) describe the following coping
~trategies most often mentioned by primary children:
I. Distraction: engaging in some activity 10 divert attention away
from the stressor;
2. Redefinition: viewing the stressor from a different cognitive
pcnip<:clivc;
3. Direct action: pursuing a solution 10 eliminate or relieve the
stressor;
4. Catharsis: physical or verbal expression of intense emotion;
5. Acceptance: resigning to the notion that nothing could be done;
6. Social support: seeking physical and/or verbal comfort from
family, peers, or teachers;
7. Relaxation: engaging in an activity with the specifically
expres..ored intent of relaxing; and
8. r.:iscellaneous: any response not categorized inlo the other
coping strategy types.
A study by St~rn & avon (1990) assessed the specific coping
responses of 73 adolescents (ages 13 to 20 years) as a function of age, type
of stressor, and quality of family environment. In general, results of the
study indiCUle that adolescent's coping preferences ure orderable and vary
as a function of type of stressor, perceptions of the family environment, and
age of the adolescent. The rank ordering of the coping strategy
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preferences of the overall adolescent sample were as roll()~: (a) problem
focused coping (58.9%), (b) seeking social support (~83%). (e) tension
redaction (55.0%), (d) wishful thinking (51.7%), (e) detachment (48.3%),
(I) self.lJlamc (46.7%), (g) focusing on the posilive (45.0%), and keep to
sel£(40.0%).
In a recent study by Hoffman, levy-Shiff. Sohlberg. & Zarizki
(1992),119 male boys from four middle elementary and four junior high
schools were investigated 10 determine developmental change in the impact
of stressful life events and coping sl)'les. The preadolescent suosamplc
consisted of 51 fifth graders ranging in age from 10 10 11 years. The
adolescent subsample consisted of 68 seventh- anti eighth-grade huys
ranging in age from 12 to 13 years. Results of the slUdy indicated no
significant differences in coping among preadolc.scef'lt males. In the
transition to adolescents there was an irn::reased qualitative diITcrenti:ltion
of emotionally from practically or cognitively oriented coping styles. A
quantitatively greater use of cognitive coping was also observed. The
authors also stale that cognitively and practically oriented coping style..
buffer the effects of stres... while emotionally oriented cuping wa...
considered counterproductive.
Wellman (1990) indicuted a relatively low level of positive coping
strategies among junior high school students (ages 12 to 14 years).
According to Wellman, students are likely to deal with slreliS in a negative
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or relatively passive manner, suggesting a limited repertoire of effective
coping strategies.
Mate (1991) found the following coping strategies among fifth and
sixth graders: complaining, talking to someone about the event, over·
reaction, talking to someone about feelings, ignoring, eating well, accepting
change, problem-solving, self-control of feeling.;. and sleeping well.
Spirito et al. (1991) found that coping strategies among children and
young adolescents differed by age regardless of whether they responded to
their own problem or a standard problem (i.e., being grounded uy parents).
In general, children (ages 9-11 years) were mOTc likely to use cognitive
restructuring. problem solving, emotional regulation. and wishful thinking
more than young adolescents (age 14). On the other hand, few significant
gender differences could be found in the use of coping strategies. On the
standard problem (being grounded by parents). males tended to blame
others. while females were more likely to usc problem solving strategies.
Sodal Support and Stress
Dubow and Ullman (1989) developed a reliable and valid self·
report instrument· Survey of Children's Social Support (SOCSS) in an
effort to determine whether social support would mediate the relationship
between stress and childhood adjustment. Using factor analysis procedures,
361 elementary school children (grades 3 to 6) were examined. Results
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indicate that elemental}' school children mllY not be ahle to di5Crim;nale
between emotional and informational support, but do perceive esteem-
enhancing support as a separate function. Children were able to
distinguish between family support, peer support, and teacher support. A
number of social supports were identified; namely. parents. sibling...
leachers, friends, coaches, therapists, and parent'>' friends. Females li!\ted
morc members than males did and older children listed more members
than younger children. Even though network lIizc was unrelated 10
children's appraisals or frequency of social support, those who received
morc support reported more satisfaction.
Dubow and Tisak (1989) conducted 3 correlational study to
investigate stressful life events and adjustment with third to sixth graders
(N"'361). More specifically. an emphasis was placed on the relation
between stressful life evenlS and behavioral and academic adjustment with
particular emphasis on examining the main and stres.~-buffering effect~ of
social support and social problem-solving skills. Results of the study
indicate a moderate relationship between stressful life events and
adjustment. More specifically, higher levels of social support and problem-
solving skills tended to moderate the negative cffeeL~ (If stressful events on
teacher-rated behavior problems. In contrast to the stres..~ buffering effects
on teacher-rated behavior prohlems, main effects on both social support
and problem-solving were found on teacher-rated competent behaviors. A~
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well, stress·buffering effects were found for problem-solving on parent~
rated problems. This was consistent with the results of teacher-rated
problems. A str~ss-buffering effect was found for problem-solving skills on
OPA and for family support on behavior problems. In predicting leacher-
rated competent behaviors. a main effect was found for peer hut not family
support.
In a study conducted by Pryor-Brown and Cowen (1989), 503 fourth
through sixth grade urban and suburban children were examined on
stressful life events, 5upport, and school adjustment. Through hierarchical
multiple regression analysis results indicated that girls and suburban
children were better adjusted than boys and urban children, and children
who experienced a greater number of events were judged both by teachers
and themselves to have more serious problems and fewer competencies.
Support wa.~ also a~sessed in this study. The authors stated that, "support
contributed positively beyond sex of child, place of residence, and number
of events experienced to the prediction of adjustment status, as assessed
through children's self-reports. (p.218)
Frankel (1990) conducted two studies with early adolescent females
(ages II to 14 years of age) to investigate perceived peer social support
and social stress. Study I investigated the nature of peer social milieu
pert:eptions while study II explored the relationship of perceptions to actual
social network characteristics as rep': 'cd by peers. Results of study I
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indicated that even though the importance of intimacy ,lnd friendship
increases with age, early adolescents feel equally supported and/or stres."ed
by their social networks. It was also found that young adolescent girls
perceived resources from the peer group separately from those of the besl
friend. The authors add that girls perceive multiple types of support 'lnd
stress dimensions, and found emotional support to be highly imporlant.
Results of study II are summarized helow:
as predicted, popularity related to the perceived social stress
factors but, contrary to expectations, did not relate to the
sodal support factors ... the more popular a girl was (guing
from controversial > rejected > neglected > average >
popular), the less stress she reported. Controversial girls
tended to rale more siressfuiness than did neglected and
popular girls. Girls who had received many positive
nominations and many negative nominations (controversial
girls) reported as much stress as did girls who received
almost exclusively negative nominations (rejected). (p.81)
In a study by Grannis (1992), 90 eighth-grade students in an inner-
city school were investigated to examine the relationship hetween in-school
stressor and support events, locus of control, distress, and academic
achievement. With regard to support appraisal, Grannis made the
following concluding remarks:
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Despite its fairly strong correlation with Stressor Appraisal. Support
Appraisal was nOI correlated with grade point average. Support
events were reported more frequently by students who experienced
higher levels of distress. This suggests that studenls (especially girls)
received more support in the same contexts in which more stressful
events occurred, but thai the support did not generally reduce the
levels of stress incurred. In a supplementary analysis, it was found
that the correlation between stressor frequency and support
frequency was significant for students with more external locus of
control (r[34)::.49,p,.Ol), but very low for the more internal students
(,[40J =·0.6.n.,.). (p. 23)
In a study by Windle (1992), a 2-w3ve longitudinal design, with a 6-
month interval hetween measurements was used to study the interrelations
between stressful life events, perceived social support from family and
friends, and the internalizing (e.g., depressive symptoms) and externalizing
(e.g., alcohol use and delinquent activity) of problems of a sample of 277
middle adolescents (mean age;. 15.7 years). In general, results indicate
that stressful life events in middle adolescents are significantly associated
with both internalizing and externalizing behaviour problems. More
specifically, stressful life events and low family support were associated
with higher levels of alcohol consumption and other problem behaviours.
Interestingly. stressful life events and low family support were statistically
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significant prediclOrs of prohlem behaviours for girls but not for boys.
little support was found for the stress-buffering effects of either family or
friend social support.
In a study by Dubois, Feiner, Brand, Adan, & Evans (1992),166
early adolescents (mean age = 13.5 years) were employed in a Z·ycar
longitudinal design tn examine the relation of stressful life events and
social supports to psychological distress and school performance. A
prospective approach was used to examine the relation or Time 1 stress
and support variables to Time 2 psychological distress and schoo]
performance. Results of the study indicated that intercorrclatillllS Ull\ong
life slress events and social support variables were generally moderate.
Initial ratings of students' psychological distre:;.~ made a significant
contribution to the prediction of follow-up ratings uf lIistress obtainell 2
years later. As well, psychologicaillistress was significantly related 10
increased daily hassles and reduced family support at Time 2, whereas
grades were more predictive of higher levels of frienll support.
Stress Management Programs
The evidence for the negative impact of Sires." on chiltlren and
young adolescents indicates a need for a variety of stre~~ man:lgement
programs and approaches for this population (Henderson et al. 1992;
Johnson, 1986). Intervention programs have been developed to help
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adolescents cope with specific life evenL~ such as school transitions (Jason
and Burrows, 1983), and divorce (Pedro-Carroll and Cowen, 1985). More
recently, researchers have developed stress inoculation training programs as
a means of helping youths develop cognitive behavioral skills for coping
with future stressful events (Hains and Szyjakowski, 1990; Hains, 1992).
However, no studies could be found on stress reduction programs that
focused on lime management as a treatment among children and young
adolescents.
In a recent study hy Henderson et al. (1992), 6S third-graders were
investigated to examine the effectivenes.<; of a stress management program
nn children's locus of control orientation, self-concept, and the acquisition
of aplJropriate coping strategies. Participants were randomly assigned to
,hI' experimental group (n=33), and the control group (n=32). Results of
IJre and post-test measures indicate significant differences between the two
groups. The experimental group reported significantly higher post-test
scores than the conlrol group (p < .01) on the measure of locus of control.
As well, the analysis of variance revealed that the experimental group
scored significantly higher on sub-scale I of the self-concept measure than
did the control group (p < .05), and reported significantly more
appropriate coping strategies than the control group (p <,0001). Based on
their finding.~, the authors suggest that school counselors should use stress
management materials that teach both problem- and emotion-focused
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coping. This would include using lime management strategicI' 10 increase
time for studying.
Time MnnDgeml'nt ReKPn:b
According to BIYlOn, Hassard, Hill, and Starkey (IQH9). the
evolution of strategic lime management dales as rar hack as the IndUSlrial
Era when effective lime management wac; believed \(I be fully dependent
on the use of the clock. During the first hair of this century. productivity
was equated with increased speed al which tasks were compleled. the
extension of hours for completion, and increased financial profit. The
authors add that it was nOI until the 1970's thai consideration wa." given In
structured time scheduling. lime analysis. and qualitative \IS quantitative
time usage. It was also during thLe; time that a~lhors began In write honks
describing time management practices employed liiucce...c;fully by
proressionals and executives (Lakein, 1973). During the 1980s. time hOle;
become a valuable commotlity, and time m:magement training progmnl.<;
have become a growing business across North America (Ros.c;, IlJH7).
As people grow more concerned about the quality of their
lives, they're inevilably leo 10 consider how they speno their
time and how to manage it belter. 111e result has been a
quiet but pervasive boom in the time management business.
The unherald fact is that more eanadian.c; than ever are
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paying more money and spending ",flre time learning how
not to be tyrannized by the clock. A Vancouver-based firm
called Primity Management Systems Inc.• without spending a
nickel on auvcrtising, is enroling ahoul 2,000 North
Americans a month into its time management seminars and
ha~ been cited by Los Angeles based Entrepreneur magazine
as North America's lop management training franchise and
onc of the fastest growing. (Ross, 19R7, p. 119)
Although no experimental empirical studies could be found among
children and young ,lunlescents, a number of articles have been written on
the importance of lime management skills for older adolescents
(Pisarchick. 1989; Slade. 1986; Weston, 1981). Similar to the books written
on lime management (Lakein. 1973 & Bliss, 1976), the contents of these
articles generally provide suggestions and strategies for developing effective
time managemt::nt skills. However, they do not address the more complex
is..ues of time management, especially the relationships between time
management, stres.\ altitudes, academic achievement, and whether or not
time management training would promote more efficient time management
hehavior.
There are, however, II number of studies in the adult literature
which have addressed the is.<;ue of time management and il<; relationship to
a number of outcome variables, namely: academic achievement (Britton &
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Tesser 1991; Macao. Shahani, Dipboye. & Phillips 1990). stress (Burton
1984; Eddy, Richardson, & Alberg 1982; Kla~, Kendall-Woodward, &
Kennedy 1985; Klas, LD., Kennedy, L.. & Kendall-Woodward 1984),
attitudes (Anderssen, Myburg, van Zyl, & Wiid 1992; Mucan et at 1990),
::.nd time management behavior (Woolfolk & Woolfolk 1986).
A~ noted earlier, time management has been documented as a
major source of stress among children and young adolescents (Wellman,
1990; Mate. 1991). Similar findings have been observed in the adult
populations. For example. Klas ct al. (1985) investigated SSM regular
classroom teachers and 211 specialist teachers to determine sources and
nature of stress in the teaching profession. Results of the investigation
indicated that the category of Time Management was considered to he the
most significant source of teacher stress. This finding was consistent with
other researchers in this area (Klas et al. 1984; McMurray, 19M2; & Wilson,
1980).
Other professionals experiencing time management us a major
source of stress include: School Counsellors (Fairchild 11;,,,6; Sharples
1987; Stripling 1986; Wilkinson 1988), School Psychologists (Maher, 19K1),
and professionals in the business sector (Schuler, 1979). According to
Schuler (1979):
the advantages of time management are significant, both
from the personal and organizational points of view. Time
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management means less stress for individuals, which means
more efficient. satisfied, healthy employees, which in turn
means more effective organizations. (p. 854)
~eMllnllgement
BTillon and Glynn (1989) developed a theoretical cognitive model of
time management which is intended to maximize an individual's intellectual
productivity. To maximize mental time it is necessary to make use of a
cognitive system that is based on three parts: the Goal Manager, the Task
Planner, and the Scheduler.
The Goal Manager takes as input the person's desires and
produces as output a list of goals and subgoals with priorities
attached. The Task Planner takes as input the output of the
Goal Manager-the prioritized list of goals and subgoals. The
Planner operates upon those goals and subgoals and produces
a~ output a list of tasks and subtasks with priorities attached.
Goal!> 3re di!>tingui!>hed lrom ta.~h in that goals are
objective!>. whereas tasks are activities. ...The third
component of the time manager is the Scheduler. which takes
as input the output of the Task-Planner-the Jist of tasks and
subta~ks. The Scheduler produces a "To Do List," which is
used to make the decision about what to do next. This
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decision is then input to the mind. which then carries out the
activity. When each activicy is completed, the Scheduler is
consulted al'Out what to do next. (pp.430-431)
The authors add that the individual's goals is the most important
component of the mental management system. If poor quality goal,; are
developed, it is more likely to lead to time management practices that arc
equally poor and rather invaluable.
Using a questionnaire technique, Macan. et al. (1990). collected uala
from 165 college students in an effort to assess their time managemcllI
behaviors and attitudes, stress, and self·perceptions of performunce and
grade point average. A major finding of the study revealed that self-
reported time management was found 10 be multidimensional. indicating
that there are a number of facets to the concept of time management.
Four independent factors were found: Factor I (Setting Goals and
Priorities). and Factor 2 (Mechanics· Scheduling. Planning) represent
what is commonly considered to be specific time management pl<lctices
that are generally taught in time management training programs. Facltlr 3
(Perceived Control of Time), represents a person's perception of control of
time and is considered to be less "behavioral" than the other three facton;.
Faetor 4 (Preference for Disorganization) represe:1ts a person's preference
for or lack of organization skills.
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Referring to the "new time management" Phillips (1988) suggests
that mooern view of time management continues to emphasize the
traditional concepts of control, planning, and prioritizing, but instead of
beginning with goal setting, the new time management begins with the
concept of "values c1arifit'lltion." It is here thai the diffiCIIlt question of
personal values is explored. According to Phillips,
Values clarification is of the greatest importance in the new
time management. Goals always almost imply "having." as in
the goal "to own a new car," whereas value always constitute
"being," a.~ in the value "to be financially secure." If we arc
clear about our values, we will be able 10 move into goal
setting· the first step toW'Jrd aclion • with greater clarity and
certainty. If we are not clear about our values, and the
relationship between those values, we are in danger of
generating goals that are either at odds with each other or,
when achieved, are inconsistent with deeply held, but not
clearly articulated, values. (p.75)
In an article on the issue of time management, Rees (1986) suggests
a time management framework (80S) for those working slJtcifically within
sod"l serving institutions such as schools. The author offers three
sequential and interdependent groups of recommendations that make up
sos.
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1. The first S in SOS consists of two steps: self-awareness - what
the individual is doing within the work period and when these
different types of activities are being performed: aml self-control·
implying that self-monitoring and some self-discipline may be
required to reach the objective of nut working longer ,md harder,
but rather making more effective use of lime spent on the job.
2. 0 - Organization. The individual must become aClItely ,IW<lre of
the ·pulse" of the organization and the general work palterns uf that
part of the organization thai is particularly relevant.
3. S· Scheduling. The last S in SOS is scheduling. 'nils
component includes two aspects: planning and developing the
schedules; and using and adhering to them. (pp. 10-t3)
TIle author enforces the notion thaI time managemenl is not merely
intuitive. People are not born as efficient managers of time. Rather, they
must develop these skills.
MeasurementorTi~
According to Macan et al. (1990), "there have been nl) system<ltic
attempts to develop a psychometrically sound mea~ure to a~sess
conventional time management behaviors· (p. 760). The authors suggest
that measures have been developed to assess vari(}u~ time related
constructs, such as the one developed by Bond & Feather, (ICJHH) hut this
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measure, like others, tin not mea.~ure the conventional concepts of lime
management.
In a recent investigation, Bond & Feather (1988) reported findings
from studies that used the Time Structure Questionnaire (TSQ) in an
effort to determine the eJl:lent of its psychometric properties. The
instrument is used to measure the degree to which individuals perceive
their use of time as structured and purpo.~eful (Feather & Bond, 1983).
The authors repurted that the TSQ has acceptable psychometric properties
and was positively correlated with a sense of purpose in life, self-esteem,
reported health, present standing and optimism about the future, Type A
hehavior, and more efficient study habits. As well, the TSQ was found to
be negatively correlated with depression. psychological distress, anxiety,
neuroticism, physical symptoms, hopelessness. and anomie.
Britton and Tesser (1991) developed a time management
questionnaire consisting of 35 items in an attempt to assess college
studen15' time m:magement practices. To analyze the factors associated
with the instrument. tl1e items were subjected to a principal'components
analysis and later rotated with a varimax solution. Three factors were
established which accounted for 36% of the variance. The first factor was
100beiled Short-Range Planning - students who scored high on this factor
reporteu organizing their day. TIle second factor was labelled Time
Attitudes· students who scored high on this factor indicated that their time
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was used cooslruetively and felt in cHarge of the way lhey spenllheir lime.
The third rador was labelled long-Ranged Planning. students who srored
high on this factor tended to set long-term goals, kept truck of important
dates, and generally did not procrastinate.
In an examination of Superintendent's time management bchavioffi,
Distasio (19&5) developed the Executive Time Managemcm Instrument
(ETMI) as a means of measuring how well time is managed. Overall, the
ETMI consists of five scales designed to mea.~ure the affective slrengths
and weakner.res of lime management. According to the authur, lhe ETMI
is a statistically reliable and valid time management instrument. The
content validity of the ETMI was considered \0 be .90 IIr more with a test-
retest reliability coefficient of .97. The internal consistency reliahility of
the ETMI ranged between .62 and .81, as well as .92 for the 101011 te."t
score.
Dme Manngement and Academic Achjeyement
Within the scholarly literature., researchers generally l1gree that
intellectual and academic achievement require time (Barron, 19MH; Tardif
& Sternberg, 1988; Britton & Tesser, 1991). Researchers also ,lgree that
poor lime management behaviors. such as nUl allocating lime prnperly or
last minute cramming for exams, can he a major source of stress and often
result in poor academic performance (Gall, 1988; Longman &. Atkinson,
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1988). Logically then, time management practices should playa role in
academic achievement and levels of stress (BdltOR & Tesser, 1991).
Morgan (1984) conducted a study to investigate the effects of time
management training in a peer counseling Cormat on college student's
GPAs. Four groups were used in the study. The experimental group
received tntining in lime management, while the control group received
unstructured peer counseling rap sessions. Two other volunteer groups
were used for comparison purposes. Results of the study indicated no
significant differences hetween the fOUf groups on measures of gradepoint
averages. The authors add that the lack of significance may be altributed
to an insufficient amount of lime to learn the lime management skills.
The effects of time·management practices on college grades was the
suhject investigation by Britton and Tesser (1991). The study tested the
hypotbesis tbat college grade point average would be predicted by Ii me·
management practices among 90 male and female undergraduate students.
To rule out the possihility that such skills are merely another side of the
traditional view of aptitude, the authors assessed aptitude using the
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAl) and compaTed the independent
contributions of time-management skills and aptitude to grade point
average using a prospective design. In general. results of the study
indic:lted that self-reports of time-management are related to academic
achievement. Furthermore, the effects of time-management are
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independent of SAT srore and in this particular SIUtJy. even stronger thom
the effects of SAT score.
Macan el al. (1990) found that college siudenl'\ who scored highly
on the lime Management Behavior Scale (TMB) tended to report
increases in self-rated performance as measured by selr·percepliun.~ and
CPA. Interestingly, howc:ver, no significant correlations amId he found
between stress measures or self·reports on performance <lnd attending a
lime management seminar or reading time mamlgemcnt hooks.
In a study conducted by Smith (1990), questionnaire :lnd
achievement test data from 1584 seventh and ninth grade students were
used to investigate the relationshi~ between acatlcmic achievement and
amounts of time devoted 10 various use... related to school, family, peers.
and the mass media. The authors hypothesized that aC<lOemic achievement
would be positively associated wilh three of the time v:lriahles • lime spent
on homework, on leisure reading. and with the parent. Result.. o( the SIUdy
indicated that time spent on leisure reading had significant positive
associations with overall achievement (p < .05) and reading achievcmcni
(p < .(01). According to the authOrs, this finding suggesls that the oldest
mass medium, print, may promote academic achievement Time spent nn
homework and with the parent failed to show any significanl pOl>itive
effects on achievement. One might hypothesize here that lhe quality,
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rather than the amount, of time may contribute to increases in academic
achievement. If so, time management training may facilitate Ihis process.
Student'!! AIlUvdes Towprd TIme Usage
A numhcr of re.'icarchers have indicated a need to study the
phenomena of students' time-use attitudes. suggesting thai students'
attitudes and perspectives of time-usage is directly related to academic
achievement. For example. Wolf & Savickas (1985), found systematic and
significant Jinks between students' time perspective and attributions for
:J.chievement. Gettinger (1985), found that students who spend and/or
allocate an insufficient amount of time for learning tend to experience a
direct ncgntive effect on their level of academic achievement.
In a recent survey. Chaney (1991) found time management to be the
number one source of stress among S8 percent of college business students
(n'" lOS). Thil> finding prompted Chaney to com..luetec.l funher
investigations into the time management concept. Using a survey
technique, Chaney (1991) exnmined the most common time wasters and
time management techniques among 278 high school and 431 college
~tudentl>. 1be greate~t time waster reported hy both college and high
~ehool students was procrastination. A total of 73.8 percent of college
stuc.lents indicated that they put things off, while 59.7 percent of high school
~tuden(s procrastinated. Results of the survvey are on the next page.
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TimeW8sters College High School
No. % No. %
Procrastination 31B 73.8 1M StU
Watching television 201 46.6 1M} 57.6
Visiting
friends/socializing 192 44.6 I~l 47.1
Daydreaming 17. 40.8 147 52.9
Figuring oul how 10 do
an assignment 100 3H.5 112 40.3
Physical problems. such
as lack of energy 154 35.7 93 33.5
Sleeping too much 120 27.1'1 B3 29,9
Lack of planning 112 26.0 70 25.2
Waiting for others 109 25.3 96 34.5
Talking on the 90 20.9 125 45.0
telephone
The time management technique used hy the greatest percentage of
college students was completing tusks in order of priority (73.3%).
Planning ahead, such us putting out clothes the night before. was the lime
management fechnique reponed by the largest percentage of high school
students (63.7%). Results of the survey are outlined on the following page.
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Time Management Techniques College High Schoo)
No. .. No. ..
Completing tasks in order of priority 316 73.3 169 60.8
Making lisls of thing.'i to do 308 71.5 136 48.9
Using telephone to avoid waiting or to save
time 300 69.6 143 51.4
Consolidation (combining errands) 293 68.0 J25 45.0
Planning ahead 249 57.8 177 63.7
Making use of time while wailing for 246 57.1 152 54.7
others
Using a large calendar to schedule 209 48.5 135 48.6
activities
Maintaining a regular physical exercise
program 144 33.4 70 25.2
In reccnl years researchers have studied children's use of time in a
numher of area.. including household work and leisure activities (Duncan &
Sanik, 1989; Carpenter, Houston & Spera, 1989).
In a recent study conducted by Mate (1991) in an urb!!"
Newfoundland setting, an analysis of the rank order of the leisure time of
children in terms of participation and interest in extracurricular activities
indicated that friendship activities, independent interests, screen-related
pursuits, studying, and home responl'iibilities were the primary areas of
children's participation. In contrUl'it, children's interest in leisure time
included friendship activities, screen-related pursuits, and sports. The
author adds thai a significant difference existed between gender and the
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interest in extracurricular activities. Females reported a higher level of
interest in leisure time pursuits than males.
Wellman (1990), examined rural Newfoundland junior high sehuol
students' levels of participation and interest in extracurricular activities. In
general, results of the study iodicated a high level of participation ih
unorganized sports rather than organized sports. The author adds th:lt this
may be a result of the competitive and restrictive nature of organized
sports within the school and community senings. As well, students
generally showed a high intcrest in those activities in which thcy
participatcd and there were no grade differences in level of participation in
activities and level of intcrest in activities. I-Iowevcr, there was a
significant sex eHect in huth areas; females had a higher level of both
participation and interest in activities thun males.
In a study conducted hy Mauldin & Meeks ([990) 492 children
between the ages of 3 and 17 were investigated to determine differences in
time spent in household work, leisure activities, school, paid work, personal
care, and sleep. Results of the study are summarized helow:
Children in Ihis study spend, on average,S to 6 hours in
leisure activities, 1/2 10 3/4 of an hour in hOllsehold work,
about 6 hours in school or school related activities, 2 tll 4
hours in personal care and 9 to 10 hours sleeping un the'
weekday. Males spent more time in leisure activities and Ics,'i
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time in household work and personal care than females.
Similar patterns in time allocation emerge on weekends as
well. However, both males al'd females appear to spend
more time in leisure activities, household work, paid work,
personal cure, and sleep on weekend days....During the
week, males spend more time in leisure activities than
females. while females spend more time in household work
and personal care than males. (p.551)
Den.Baruch, Bruno, and Horn (1987) conducted an empiriC'dl
investigation or JSJ elementary and secondary school students in an
attempt to examine .c;tudent's altitudes towards time usage. Using factor
analytic techniques, four constructs were developed, The four constructs
accounted for 26% of the variance for the entire sample and are descrihed
us follows:
I. Instinctive. The use of time is dictatrd by the present moment
or lly immediate instincts.
2. Tradilional. The use of time as dictated by higher authority.
.1. Opportunity. The use of time as dictated by market or economic
forces.
4. Inlegraled. The use of lime as dictated by feelings and the
combination of the previous three.
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In a study by Anderssen et al. (1992), 364 students consisting of
grades 8, 10, and 12 were investigated to determine their attitudes towards
time l -:.ge. Results from factor analysis yielded three constructs. These
constructs are described a~ follows:
Egoistic Time Orientation. The immediate satisfaction of needs is
important. There is a low tolerance of interference with pleasur,lole
activities and a tendency to perpetuate activities that give immediate
satisfaction.
Conscientious Time Orientation. Planning is essential. TIlere is a
willingness to sacrifice in the present 10 obtain future benefits. Action is
taken to ensure that expectations of self or others are met. A futuristic
orientation is noted.
Passive Fatalistic Orientation. The inahility to solve prohlems or to
shape the future, a focus on here and now pleasure, a passive alii tude
toward solving present and pa~t problems, an unpleasant awareness of the
present and future, and a sense of relOltive deprivation are noted. There
also is a preference for Ihe past. The past. the present, and thc future arc
viewed as problematic and dissatisfying.
The passive fatalistic orientation of students differ 1iignificantly
between the lower and higher grades. Grade eight students show the
highest score on this dimension. This finding supports the Ilotion that
adolescent's coping skills increase as they mature.
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Analysis of the tolal group indicates an initial decrease in scores
from 8th to 10th grade, followed by an increase in conscientious lime use
from 10th to 12th grade. According to the authors, the decrease in
conscientious time use between grade eight and len can be ascribed to the
notion that the locus of control of adolescents changes from external to
internal as they mature.
Egoistic time use changes significantly only in the first two years of
high school. Scores on this dimension increa<;e for the total group as well
as for males and females separately from grade 8 to grade 10. No
significant changes were ascertained between grade 10 and 12. This
finding implies that adolescents are, up to a certain level, more egoistic in
time use. This process can be related to the development of identity,
characterized by an increa....e in awareness of the self. When the personal
identity of the self becomes more secure, it can be expected that the
egoistic time-use attitude will be less prominent.
Macan cl OIl. (1990) found that College student's Time Management
Behavior (as measure by the Time Management Behavior Scale) wa..
significantly correlated with a number of measurable outcome variables.
More specifically, it was found that higher scores on the TMB resulted in
less role ambiguity, less somatic tension, and greater job and life
satisfaction. There was a significant relationship between the overall TMB
score and age (r "" 0.18, P <: .05), indicating that older subjects reported
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engaging in more time management behnviors Ihnn younger ~uhjecls:
females were significantly better time managers than males (r '" -0.2.1. P <
.OS); and Type A behavior pattern was correlated in the expected direction
with Factor 1 (Setting Goals and Priorities). A significant relationship
between Internal Prime Time (Lakein, 1973) and time management was
found (r = 0.33, P < .0001), indicating that morning persons engaged in
more frequent time management behaviors. As well, u significant
correlation was also found between scores on time management and
attending lime management seminars, but not between overall TMn senre
and whether one read books on time management.
The Effects of Time.MannIWmenl Training Progroffis
A number of researchers have indicated positive effect" from time
management training, For example, Hanel (1981) reported more lime
management behaviors from co-workers after training with a self-
instructional time management manual, Hall and Hursh (1982) found
increases in self-reported time spent on high priority tasks after subjects
read a time management manual. King, 'Ninett, and Lovett. (1986)
demonstrated significantly greater increases in working wive's knowledge of
time and stress factors after receiving training in time management
practices. Significant increases were also noted in self-efficacy regarding
time management behaviors following the training session.
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A study by Woolfolk and Woolfolk (1986) demonstrated that brief
training in lime management can have immediate and even long-term
effects on the performance 01 preservice teachers at a time in their training
when time pressures arc great Four groups were used in the study.
Experimental Group I received basic training in time management and, in
addition, received training in two specific time management procedures
(written planning and self-monitoring), Experimental Group 2 received
hasic training in lime management, while the control group received no
training. Significant differences among the groups were observed in the
expected direction. The authors suggest that general time management
skills and more specific study skills may be especially appropriate topics in-
service training and for consultation, since both teachers and their students
can benefit from learning to study, plan, and use time more effectively.
A program for training school psychologists in time management
was developed by Maher (1981). Derived from a behavioral problem-
solving framework, the training program consists of four steps: orientation
to time management, time management problem analysis, plan
development and implementation. and plan evaluation. Two school
psychologists served as subjects for the pilot study. Two measurement
domains (percentage of time devoted to professional service activities and
quality of services provided) were used to evaluate the relationship
between professional response time and how useful that response is in
terms of the service quality provided before and after lime management
training. More specifically. both subjects were assessed in relation to four
measures: completeness of psychological assessment reports; completeness
of counselling programs; teacher satisfaction with quality of IEP planning;
and perceptions of school psychology practitionc(1; about the practical
utility of the training program. In general. results of the study indicmed
that time management training appears to have increased the pcrcent:lge of
time spent on fEr planning and evaluation. and behavioral counselling.
While the quality of as.~essment activities was not affected. more complete
counselling programs were developed. Teacher satisfaction with IEP
planning and evaluation assistance increased following training. and overall
time management training was judged to he worthwhile by a panel of
practitioners.
The effects of teaching decision making and time management skills
on pregnant teens' sclr·cfficacy was the subject of investigation for
Hubbard (1991). Using an experimental research design, the pregnant
teens engaged in a ]f)·session program designed to increase teens' self·
efficacy in these arcas. Pre- and post-testing was administered to hoth the
experimental and control groups to determine the effectiveness of the
program. Results of the study indicate that all mean scores for thc
experimental group improved, demonstrating increased levels of selr-
efficacy following the post-test. The authors speculated that if group size
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and length of sessions were increased. the mean scores may have reached
significant levels.
Time Management Strategies
In an article entitled "teaching time awareness in the classroom,"
Weston (1981) suggests the following time management strategies be
taught when teaching junior and senior high school students: (a) utilizing
spare time within the classroom for the "10 do list," (b) sticking 10
deadlines/due dates for assignments. homework. and tests, (c) placing
emphasis where it should be, and (d) contributing to an enthusiastic school
atmosphere.
A paper presented at the International Conference of the
Association for Children and Adults with Learning Disabilities discussed
the importance of time management skills for young learning disabled
individuals (Pisarchick, 1989). According to Pisarchick, the most effective
method of teaching time management skills is to model the skills yourself.
"Time management~ is not accidentally ·caught,~ it must be "taught" directly
and by ·staged" example (p. 1). Some ways the teacher can role model the
desired behaviors are:
1. Set daily, weekly, monthly, and grade period goals for themselves
as instructor and share them with the class;
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2. Check off accomplishments on a "to do" list, with fanfare in front
orlhe class;
3. Evaluate time delays. interruptions and missed deadlines with the
class;
4. Attempt to always start class on time and end with sufficient
time for a smooth transition to the next c1a.~s or activity;
5. Always take time to give adequate directions, explanations of
expected behavior and classroom procedures;
6. Include practice time before expecting studentli (0 demonstrate
achievement;
7, Check regularly to make sure thut all students understand
directions and class a~signments (rather than a.~king "do yuu
understand" ask a student to stand and repeat the directions);
8. When lessons are completed, luke time to draw conclusions and
re-identify learning objectives;
9. When assigning homework, take time to Mconnecl~ it to previollsly
learned material;
10. Be aware of the time it takes to carry Oul c1a~s a~signmenls ano
homework, and allow proper time. (Try doing your own
assignments without the key, periodically);
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11. When making long range assignments., usc frequent calendar
reminders. (When possible, use an outline and suggest interim
deadlines for each phase of a major assignment). (pp.4-5)
In an article on organizational skills for students with learning
disabilities, Slade (1986) discussed a number of essential underlying skills
nece.'t~ary to achieve order. Among them are: categorizing, following
routines. breaking tasks into parts, sequencing, managing time, exploring
options, and making decisions. The author states that "these
interdependent skills provide the foundations upon which more complex
organizational skills can be developed. Practice in each of these areas will
increase the LD student's overall ability to become organized" (p. 262).
With respect to specifically managing time. it is suggested that LD students
need to learn that tasks of varying length and complexity place different
demands on their time and that they need to develop the ability to predict
the length of time that each step. activity, or set of activities will take.
In a review of the literature regarding effective time management
skills for school counsellors, Thibeault (1990) suggested the following
strategies for managing time more effectively.
1. Prioritization of tasks. delegation of responsibility, and
ongoing control of paperwork contribute to effective and
more professional performance;
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2. Organization and coordination are crucial in providing
effective services;
3. Counsellors can increase their effectiveness by designing and
following shorl and long term goals and objectives. prioritizing tasks,
recruiting staff and volunteers, and maintaining an organized work
environment;
4. Counsellors might alleviate time management problems by
sharing time management problems with administrators. inservice
training, or coursework focusing on organization.
One author suggests that many time-management training
workshops fail to provide the essential ingredients necessary for effect lime
management. According to English (1989):
techniques thai are not based on the realities of human
behavior cannot fit meaningfully into real·life, real-time
modus operandi....time management training sufferll from the
same inadequacies I,hat afflict much of management training·
the triumph of technique and clever quotes over substance.
...real change focuses not on technique but on the way people
think about themselves, their colleagues, and their work. (p.
77)
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The author suggests that in order to make a difference for
individuals and their organizations, time management programs must
adhere to the following principles:
1. Train Ihe work group. Training individuals in isolation does not
work; companies should either send the whole group or bring in a
trainer. Teum skills require learn training, and thus. the lime
management process can become an organic part of the group's
interactive process.
2. Train for real people. Due to the process of habituation, many
time management ideas aTC not rcaliMic (i.e., to do lists and stick·
ups). We habituate ourselves 10 them us part of the regular
environment and simply forgel to nor ice them. To avoid the
habituation trap, individuals need to vary both the type and manner
in which {hey use time-management techniques.
3. Train for mental change. Some individuals see no problems with
their organizational skills. As a result, Ihey need 10 be taught to
think differently about their work. Simply teaching them new ways
to get organized would have little effect.
4. Train to do, nollo not do. Through psychological rewards, train
people to perform desirnble behaviors, ralher than expending time
and energy on attempting to eliminate undesirable ones. For
example, provide psychological rewards for heing on time r:lther
than providing consequences for being late.
The author states that, "time management is neither a technique nor
a system. like time itself, time management is a conccplllul. psychlliogicul,
and sociocultural process; any successful technique must take that proccss
into account- (p. 78). The author further adds that time management
training achieves little total effect for the dollars spent. English offers the
following rea.'\ons for his claim:
1. Time is biological. Often meetings arc scheduled during timc-
frames when people are at their lowest energy levels.
2. Time is conceptual. Executives think they have a time
management problem c:cause they spend too much timc in
meetings, talking on the telephone, and consulting with clients.
would seem logical that an executive would engage in those types of
activities on a regular hasis.
3. Time is psychological. Timc goes by slowly when one is hored,
but quickly when one is having fun, or fully occupied. Some penple
have no concept of "what time it is" while others have a "sense of
time."
4. Time Is communication. One reason why people arc laiC,
disorganized, or unproductive is the socioculturul properties of lime.
A person's time is a statement of social status and cvcn self-worth.
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5. Time Is as comple" as we are. Some individuals are highly
disorganized, while others are overly meticulous. almost obsessive-
compulsive, and still others fall somewhere in between these two
extremes. It is hy no means simplistic.
The following lime management strategies were suggested by
Schuler (1979):
I. Become aware of your joh duties, authority and responsibility
and their importance.
2. Become aware of your own skills, needs, and abilities.
3. Become aware of how you currently allocate your time on the
job.
4. learn how to conserve, control, and make time where needed.
5. Define what is expected and how it should be done.
6. When delegating authority, specify the level of initiative or type
of authority the individual is to be given.
7. Give feedback to the delegated employee on the results of the
duties performed.
In an article by Nichols (1983), the principles of planning,
organizing, and controlling were considered key elements to managing time
of husy social workers. These concepts are uutlined below:
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I. Planning - Clarifying one's long-term and shnrl-rangc goals.
determining what actions will promote their accomplishment, and
setting priorities, are key elements in the planning pmccss.
2. Organizing - Once planning has provided the comcxt within
which time management takes place. the emptmsis shifts In hnw ltl
reach the goals which have hcen set. Organizing refers In
establishing work patterns which minimize w<lstcful lISCS of lime :Iml
maximize productive ones.
3. Controlling. Planning provides direction; organizing schedules
and allocates time; and controlling assures that the work patlcrns
are being followed and are effective in helping lhe social worker
move toward the accomplishment of career goals. (pp. 7lJ-HO)
Alexander (1981) suggests that many managers and administrators
have a difficult time making progress nn major tasks and special projects.
This is primarily due to the ract that many people avoid those tasks which
are complex and amhiguous, and tend to rocus on those cnnsklered hy 1110st
to be simple and concrete. The author suggests the rollowing strategies
which are specifically aimed at dealing with the complex aspect or high-
ambiguity tasks and projects:
1. Use the live·minute brainstorm. Take five minutes \C) hreak the
task down into as many smalle.. activities a.~ relt lIeeded tn complete
the project.
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2. Work on high payolT activities. Identify those critical elements
in the project, that when completed will make a major contribution
to the overall completion of the task.
3. t·ocus attenllon on the smaller, individual activities. Begin your
work on the smaller parts of the project, those you feel you can
complete with relative ca.~e. This will lead to initial success and
feelings of accomplishment rather than feeling overwhelmed which
may lead 10 procrastination.
4. Block out an adequate length or time. Try 10 avoid beginning a
project just a few minutes before lunch or tmsincss meeting. Bc
aware that diITerenl projects require different amounts of time to
complete.
5. Work when you are at your best. Work on your project when
you llrc mentally alert and functioning well. This may be during the
morning, afternuon, or evening, what Lakein (1973) refers to as
~internlll prime lime."
6. Stnn each scssion with somcthing easy. Begin the project with
an easier task and then move to a more difficult one.
7. Redeline the projcd. Discuss your project with other associates.
They may be ahle 10 provide you with other methods of completing
the S:llne t:J,sk in a ,shorter amount of time.
8. Conlrol interruptions. The author slatl:s that this may he the
most important suggestion of all a~ many projects require detuilc\1
attention. Control incoming telephone calls, iJrop-in visitors. and
incoming mail during working sessions.
For those projects that require a long-term duration of effort, the
following suggestions are offered:
1. Determine a realistic lime commitment per week. It is helpful 10
specify in advance the amount of time you are going to ullocllte \l)
the project per week. Initially, you should allot a conservative
amount of time to the project.
2. Specify lasks ill advance. AI the end of eaCI, work session write
down what aspect of the long-term project you will he working on
next. 3. Establish a regular time for working on long·tenn
projects. Working on a regular schedule Clln hecomc habit forming.
It then becomes automatic to begin working on a project. Avoid
scheduling other activitiesdurillg this time.
4. Establish deadlines fur Intermediate progress points. Sct self-
imposed deadlines for short-term ta.~ks which can he completed in a
short period of time. These .oh"rt '~rM points can act liS hoth
motivator and reinforcem( .1 .' _'. 'plctitln of the project.
5. Sw,iteh to other asJlCf' \ ., I 'Iverut: task. Continunus work on
:he ~ame tllsk may lead to bOI~ iom and/or frustration, which may
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cause you to give up. This may be avoided by switching from one
activity 10 another.
6. Avoid the acHvity trap. While breaking down the project inlo
smaller tasks is considered a good strategy, avoid those tasks that do
not actually contribute to the overall completion of the project.
7. Limit the number or major projects. There is a only limited
amount of time 10 work on a major project each week. Always
rememher that it is better to make real progress on one, or possibly
two, major projects. than none at all.
S. Record your ongoing progress each week. Use a visual chari to
monitor yOUT weekly progress. Record the activity that you have
completed and the one that you will be working on next. This will
allow you the opportunity to determine if you are allocating enough
or 100 much time (0 a specific task or the overall project. In turn,
you will probably be more successful in meeting Ihe project's
completion date.
Finally, Bittle (1991) offered twelve keys to achieving time mastery:
I. Find out where your time goes by keeping a daily log of your
activities.
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2, Learn why your time goes where it does so Ihu! you can
determine productive anu non-productive uses of lime.
3. Minimize your lime commitments by taking on an amount of
work that you can comfortably handle.
4. Sort out what needs to be done from what can be wait until later
through prioritization.
5. Cut down on time-wasting aClivities.
6. Be ruthless about distractions by saying no to people who lifC
demanding of your time.
7. Locate information in a hurry a~ information l'iceking can occupy
20 percent off your time.
8. Build a time control plan that fits your job und your own unique
personality. One way to achieve this goal is to prepare a daily
agenda.
9. Break the procrastination habit by identifying the causes of
procra~tination,and erecting barriers to its temptations.
10. Use other people's time to your advantage through successful
delegation.
11. Be creative with the use of your time by using time-effective
methods of completing tasks (i.e., hrainstorming strategies that will
help you complete a ta.~k).
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12. Add hours to your time budget by working smarter, not harder.
Make use of modern technology - including the telephone,
electronic mail, and the FAX machine.
7.1
CHAPTER III
Project Design, Methodology, ProceduT"C,
and Evaluation
~
The design of this project can be hest described as ;L research and
development project which has as il~ primary goal to lake research
knowledge and incorporate it into a product that can he used in the
schools. In Dlher words. the purpose of this project was to contribute to
bridging the gap that sometimes exists between educational research and
educational practice. According to Borg and Gall (1989), "the focus of
present-day research ami development projects appears to he primarily on
program development" (p. 782). The steps involved in research and
development consist of reviewing research findings relevant ttl the prngrnm
to be developed, developing the program based on these findings. ficld
testing it in a seuing where it will eventually be used, and revising the
program based on feedback from the field·testing stage. In this particular
project. the program was developed based on research I1m.ling.<; and
implemented in a school setting. While no quantitative evaluations were
conducted, a brief qualitutive evalu<ltion of MODULE I (What Does Stres."
Mean) was performed a<; an addendum to the proje<:t.
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Initially, the author conducted a thorough review of the research
literature on stre~s and stress related issues among children and young
ad()lescenL~. In general, the research findings provided the rationale for
the development of the entire stress and time-management program. More
specifically however, the research findings on child and adolescent stress
provided the rationale and basis for the development of MODULE I
(Children and Stress).
The development of Module II (l.J.:arning To Say No! Assertiveness
Training) was ba~d on the underlying premise that older children and
young adolescents need 10 develop assertive skills a~ a means of coping
with potentially stressful situations. This would incilide instances when a
child's time is being overly taxed by peers and/or adults. Considering that
learning 10 say NO is an e5.~ential component of effective time management
(Macan et al. 1990), developing a module on assertiveness training was
considered important if children are going to be successful in developing
effective time-management behaviors.
In reviewing the time-management literature, many authors suggest
that developing realistic and attainable goals (goal setting behavior) was an
important aspect of effective time·management (Brinon & Glynn, 1989;
Macao et aL 1990: Britton & Tesser, 1991; Youngs 1991). 11 was the
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research findings of !hese and other researchers that formed the ralion:tle
and basis for the developmenl of MODULE III (Goal Setting).
A number of researchers have examincl.l studellls' attitudes toward
time usage (Ben-Baruch ct a!. 1987; Britton & Tesser, 1991; AmJers..'ioen el
al. 1992). Others have suggesled that students' attitudes loward lime-usage
is directly relnted to academic achievement (Wolf & Suvickas. 1985;
Gettinger,' 1985). These research findings led \0 the development of
MODULE IV (Time Usage) which was designed primarily a.. usclf·
awareness component of the program. Its primary glIal was to help
students become more aware of their current use of time with regard to
schoo! work and leisure activities.
MODULE V (Prioritization) was based on the "Aile" cnl1cept
developed by Lakein (1973). Lakein suggests lha! we all have numerou.~
tasks lhat need completion. However, some tasks are more important then
others and therefore we need to determine which tasks shou Id he
completed first, seconu, and so on. Other researchers have also suggested
that prioritization of tasks and activities are essential if one is to develop
affective time·management behaviors (Macan et al. 1989; Phillips, 198M).
In general, the development of MODULE VI (Scheduling) was
based on the research findings and suggestions of the time-management
literature. A number of researchers have suggested thai the scheduling of
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tasks and activities is an essential skill if one is to become an efficient time
manager (Brillon & Glynn, 1989; Macan et aL 1990; Rces, 1986).
Given that the va~t majority of research on time-management has
been conducted with the adult population, considerable attention was given
to meeting the developmental needs of the target group. In other words,
all attempts were made 10 ensure that the content of the program
paralleled the developmental and cognitive levels and needs of the children
involved in the program. As well, all atlempl~were made to ensure that
program content parallelled the performance objectives in COnlent and
process. Adhering to this principle would, to some degree, strengthen
content validity. It is important to note that the content of the program
modules were based primarily on the findings and suggestions of the
literature review.
The primary objective of the project was the development of a stress
and time-management awareness and training program for older children
based upon research on stress, time-management, and children's
developmental needs. The investigator elected, as an addendum. to
present the program as an initial trial to a selected sample of students and
to include a brief qualitative evaluation of module I. The sample for this
project was selected (rom Immaculate Conception School, a
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primary/elementary school within the Roman Catholic School Board for St.
John's, Newfoundland. The current population of the school is
approximately 300 students with, a leaching slafr of 2.1. Although the
program can be modified to accommodate larger numhers of studenl~ only
eight students were used in this project. as it was designed primarily for a
small group treatment. Five female and three male suhjects were
randomly selected from two grade five cla.'t~cs to make up the entire
sample of eight subjects. The mean age of the participants was 11.2 years.
In general, the lilerature review provided the rationale and ha.~is for
the development of the entire program. Common themes as well as
specific research findings throughout the literature provided a framework
consisting of six modules with each module outlining specific program
objectives. Once the module titles were established and objectives
outlined. numerous data bases and curriculum programs were examined to
decide which activities and approaches (content) would best parallcllhc
objectives of each module. A significant numher of activities and
approaches used in the program were taken from programs intended (or
adults. These activities and approaches were modified to meet the
developmental and cognitive levels and needs of oIlier chilllren between
the ages of 10 and 12.
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Once the development of the program was completed the next step
WlL~ to randomly select subjects to participate in the training program. The
Roman Catholic School Board for St. John's, as well a.<; the participating
school, (Immaculate Conceptioll) was contacted and permission was
granted to proceed with the selection of subjects and implementation of
the program. A letter requesting approval (Appendix A) as well as an
ethical statement (Appendix C) wa.<; scnt to the Roman Catholic School
Board for St. John's.
The parents of the children were contacted berore the start dale.
Each parent was provided with an outline of the program and was
requested 10 sign a consent form giving permission for their child to
participate in the training program (Appendix B). An ethical statement
(Appendix C) explaining how information within the group would be
handled was also provided. The participants were scheduled 10 meet twice
per week for six weeks with each session lasting a duration of 40 minutes.
Throughout each session students were given an opportunity to complete
the selected activities and discuss the outcomes with the group leader and
other group members. At the end of MODULE J (Children and Stress),
the participants were asked to complete a brief evaluation.
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It was not the purpose of this project to conduct a formal
quantitative or qualitative evaluation. Again. the project's purpose was 10
develop the program itself. However, each of the eight p:ITticipants in the
program were asked to complete a brief evaluation of MODULE I
(Children and Stress). The evaluation was conducted in a clas.~room
setting by the group leader at the end of module I. The purpose of the
evaluation was to determine at what level the participants achieved the
objectives stated at the beginning of the module. A likerl SC:lle consisting
of six questions was developed to evaluate the objectives. Each participant
had to rale themselves from 1 to 5, with I being the lowest rating and 5
heing the highest. A copy of the scale can be found in appendix D.
In general, results of the evaluation indicated that the participants
achieved the objectives of module I with a relatively high degree of success,
with an overall group mean of 3.92. The mean score of each question for
the entire group is outlined on the next page.
I. I feel I unllerstanll what slress means, 4,25
2. I am aware uf some of (he early warning
signs of stress, 3.75
3. I know what causes stress. 3.63
4. I unllerstanll how slreS,.,\ affects me
perwnally. 4.13
S. I am aware of my own level of slress. 4.75
6. I feel I can hanllie stressful situations. 3.00
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MQI>ULE I
CHILDREN AND STRESS
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Rationale and Performance Obj«lIves
As holh children and adults, we are taught all about health, but
rarely how 10 prevent tension. Nor are we generally taught how to reduce
anxiety and stress. Yet the ability to manage stress is especially necessary
in a young pe~on's life, since so much of his or her existence involves
continual change, clarification of values, and forced choices. Unexpected
or unfamiliar situations requiring as-yet-unlearned coping skills produce a
great deal of stress for children. Children who develop self-awareness and
effective methods for managing the stresses that occur in everyday life are
likely to he healthy and happy and have a zest and zeal for living. By
learning Ihe goals and principles of coping, children can draw vitality from
stress and use it constructively to promotc hcalth, fit;,css, and self·
development (Y()ung.~. 1985).
At the end of this module, students will:
1. Ilccome aware of what stress means.
2. become aware of the early warning signs of stress.
3. become aware of what causes stress.
4. hecome llware how stress affects them.
5. hecome aware of their own level of stress.
STRESS CONCEIYf
Often when people think of stress, they think of the dctll:lllrJs that
face lhem on a daily basis, whal is more specifically referred to as daily
has5les or stressors. Others think of stress as -catch-all" term fur descrihing
the ills of society, and still others think thai stress exists only in a person's
mind. The notion Ihat stress is merely terminology or "just exists in a
person's mind" is simply not true. Stres.~ is a reaction of the oody to daily
events and to our perceptions of Ihese events. More specific;l1ly, stress is
composed of bolh a biological and psychological compllnent, each of which
must be understood if one is to truly grasp the "STRESS CONCIWT."
The Biology of Siress
Stress is the nonspecific response of the hody to any demand m:tdc
upon it. It is a chemical reaction within the hody that occurs when there is
a basic need 10 maintain life and to resist or allapt to the changing external
and internal influences. In other words, the body is called upon \ll adjust
in order to maintain mwnality in response to the stressur. The chemical
reaction that occurs when the body encounters a stressful situation can he
explained in three stages: (1) alarm reaction, (2) resistance, and (3)
exhaustion.
ALARM REACfION. In the alarm reaction stage, the individual
encounters a situation that is perceived ttl be stressful (i.e., the individual
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believes that they are unable to deal effectively with the situation),
Automatically. the hody undergoes physiological changes in an attempt 10
prepare the individual for the "figbt or Flight Response" - the body's
respon.<>e 10 the need to protect ill'iclf. For example, the hormone
adrenaline is increa~d during stressful periods to help the individual
esc<tpc from a potentially dangerous situation - like being hit by a speeding
car. Adrenaline will speed up pulse rale and increase blood pressure,
enahling Ihe body 10 provide yOll with fuel necessary for a quick c:'icape
(l1ight). The following examples will help illustrate to students the alarm
reaction stage. Ask students if they have expcfienced some of these or
similar responses.
Have you ever had ~knots." or ~buttermes" in your stomach. (like the
time when you were gClling ready 10 write an exam or talk in fronl
of the class). These feelings let you know thai you are experiencing
stress. To help prepare you for your exam, the blood leaves your
stomach area and goes to the brain where it is necded for thinking
and concentration purposes.
2. Can you rememher trying to catch your breath after being scared
(like the time you were thased by your neighbour's dog)? Do you
rememher how fast your heart was pounding? Your breathing gets
faster hecause your lungs are trying to get oxygen to those leg
muscles so that you can run faster. Likewise. those muscles need an
increase in fuel, so your heart beats fa.~tcr in an allempt til supply
those muscles with more hlood.
3. Have you ever noticed that when you work re:llly hard your hudy
begins to perspire (like when your running in gym da.......). The
perspiration helps cool the lxK.Iy so that it duesn't uverhe,,!.
Otherwise you would probahly get extremely hot amI faint. It's sort
of like a safely mechanism so that no h;lrm uccurs to your l'lIldy.
RESiSTANT STAGE. Almost immediately following a stressful experience,
(i.e., <Ifter you escaped the speeding car) your hudy ullempls til rdurn tu
its normal state (i.e., the way you felt before you saw the car speeding
toward you). Ask students what changes they wuuld expect 10 find in their
body during this siage. The following aamples are characteristic of the
resistant stage and will further illustrate this point.
• I....owered heart rate (hean stops pounding).
• Lowered respiration (hreathing slows duwn).
• Lowered body temperature (you hegin to cool down).
· Muscles begin to relax (you feellc.....~ lense).
EXHAUSTION STAGE. When an individual is cxposco tu a stressor for a
long period of time (chronic stress), the body entcrs what is referred (0 as
the exhaustion stage. At this point your hody\ energy supply is cunstantly
in a state of depIction and your ahility to function normally and withstand
further stress. is lowered !lignificantly. Consider the eight-ycar-okl minor
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hockey player or figure skater who is constantly being ridiculed by their
parents because they are not performing as well as their peer. After six
weeks of negative feedhack, Ihe child exhibits the following signs/symptoms
of stress.
• Increased aggres,>;ion at school.
• Inability to sleep by night.
• Los,>; of appetite.
- Feelings of failure.
- Headaches.
- Attention/Concentration difficulties.
· Excessive worrying.
The Psychology of Stress
Stress is generally determined by individuals' perceptions of whether
or not they helieve they hu\-e the resources to cope with a particular
situation or event. In other words. an individual's reaction to a p,)lcntially
stressful experience is greatly determined by how they interpret the event.
Two people may interpret the same experience in very different ways. The
followiog aClivity is designed to help children hecome aware of how people
react to p01entially stressful situations. Ask students to read the following
scenario he1ween Bill and Susan and answer the questions that follow.
.,
AC1'IVITV
HOW WOULD YOU REA.CI"!
Upon entering the school Monday morning. Bill realizes th:lt the
homework he completed the night before is not in his scholll hag. He is
supposed to give the completed work to his Icacher :It the heginning of the
first period. He begins to gel extremely nervous. looking everywhere anu
asking everyone if they have liccn his homewurk. lIe gets sooo frustrated
that he begins to say n;lSly things to his classmates and heCtllllCS vcry
unfriendly with his leacher when she asks for his work. Uill never timls his
homework and he complains of a headache all day.
Susan. on the other hand, had Ihe same thing hllppen to hcr hlU h:lI.I
a very different reaction. Susan politely asked hcr friends for help. hut
unfortunately they too had little success in finding her hnmewnrk. Susan
sat down and began to think of where she may have left her work. She
immediately called home and asked hcr mothcr to chcck in her hedroom.
Sm:an's mother found the complcted work on her desk. SUS,IIl calmly
explained the situation to her teacher and told her that she would hring the
completed work in the next day, with a message from her lllother
explaining what had happened. Susan had a grcat day at school!!!
You will notice in this situation that hoth Dill and Susan had the
same experience. However, hoth reacted in very different ways.
Who tlo yOll think handled the situation bener? Explain why.
Can you think of a time when you had a stressful experience? If yes,
describe what happened and how you reacted.
If you were ever in lhe same situation again, do you think you would do
anything different? If yes, give an example.
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WHAT CAUSES STRESS?
Once children have an unuerstanding of the concept of stress, they
need to become aware of the sources of stress and what stresses them
personally. The purpose of this exercise is raise the students' own level of
self-awareness in this area. The examples shown on the following page are
typically stressful for older children. Ask students tn re:ld c:lch onc, and
place a tic next to the one that applies to them. In the spaces Jlfllvidctl.
ask students to add some of their own.
ACfIVITI'
WHAT CAUSES STRESS IN MY LIFE?
I feci stressed when...
( ) My parents get upset with me.
( ) I have an argument with my best friend.
( ) I don't have the money to buy the thing.~ that I would
like.
( ) I don't feci very attractive.
( ) 1 have too much 10 do and not enough time to do it.
( ) I loan money to friends and they don't repay it.
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THE EFFECfS OF STRESS
Stress can have ph)'liical, emotional, and behavioral affects UII
people. Below you will find examples of how stress call afreel uiller
children in each of these areas. Ask students 10 read the examples lhal
follow, and lie the ones which apply 10 them. In the sp;Jces provided,
students may wish to add other ways they :Ire arfcctcll hy Slrc.~S.
ACTIVITY
HOW DOES STRESS AFFECr 1\1E?
Stress affects me PH\'SICALlY in the following way~:
() My mU!ic1esget tight.
( ) My hands gel cold and/or sweaty.
() My stomach feels Up!ict.
() I can't sleep.
( ) My heart hcals fasl.
( ) I suddenly have lots of energy.
() I gel very tired.
( ) I lose my appetite, or eat lots of junk food.
Stress affects me EMOTIONAlLY in the following ways:
() J gel nervous easily.
( ) I feci sad amJjnr cry a lot.
( ) I get angry and/of want 10 hil someone,
( ) I worry a tot.
( ) I am irritahlc and/or feci deprwssecJ.
( ) I feel negative ahout myself.
( ) J can't concentrate like J want to.
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Stres~, affects my 8EHAYlUR in the following ways:
( ) r don't care ahout completing my homcwork,
() I eal a lilt of junk food.
( ) I uo drugs anu/or alcohol as a wuy of coping.
( ) I don't care ahout how I look.
( ) I alwuys try to get peoples' utte11liol\.
( ) I usually hl:lme other people for my own 11liSlakc.~.
( ) I often get into fights.
( ) I often tell lies.
SCHOOL STRESS
Students Ctln cKperience a grcat deal of stress within the ~chool
sclling. On average, students spend nearly 13 years of their lives in school
from kindergarten to grade 12. This translates into approximately 15,000
hours of their time. The following SCHOOL STRESS PROFILE is a
rating sCtlle designed 10 help students self-evaluate the areas and frt;;quency
of sources flf school haseu stress. Stuuents are 10 answer all 48 items and
then tr:lIlsfer their total score ICl the scoring profile. Students are
cncouraged ttl share their responses with other students, teachers, and/or
parents.
Ion
ACTIVI'IY
SCHOOL STRESS PROFILE FOR STUDENTS
D;~tions: Circle one numher for each item. I = never; 2 = sometimes:
3 == often.
INTERPERSONAL
01. When in school, I like to he hy myself.
02. Peers do not include me in their activities.
03. I worry uhnut what other students are thinking
uhnut me.
04. I frequently tell other students what to do.
os. I .am easily influenced by peers.
06. I like to he the leader of the group.
TOlalltems 1-6.
SELf·CONCEPT
07. I feel that other students do not like me.
OK J worry aoout what my family thinks about me ao; a
5tudent.
()IJ. It hot hers me to hack out of a possible light with
other students.
Ill. I sec myseJfasa loner in the school cnvironment.
II. I do ntlt feel good ahout myself in school.
12. Other studenLIiii acl friendly tow:.Hd mc.
13. Other students would dCM:rihe me as C'".Ilm, cool,
and collected.
Total items 7 - 13.
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2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
SELF·CONTROL
14. I feel I can'l control whm happens 10 mc.
15. I let other students tell me what to do.
16. When I do something wrong in school, there is very
little I can do to changc it.
17. In school. I am hlamed for things thaI nrc nol my
fault.
18. When another student is angry with me, lherc is
little I can do to change his mind.
19. I let olher students take charge of things.
20. If there is a fighl, 1 feel like I want to join in.
TOlal Items 14 - 20.
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COI'ING SKILLS
21. In sdlflol, I orten lose control of myself.
22. If I see a fight at school, I feel threatened.
23. I get upset when I see fighting in school.
24. In school, I am oflen so angry that I feel like
hitting someone.
25. If someone is angry with me, I can avoid gelling
into a fight by working il out with him or her.
26. When I get angry in school, it's usually for a reason
I can undcrst:md.
27. When there is a problem, I feel like letting other
students decide what to do.
Total items 21 ·27.
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PROBLEM·SOLVING
28. 1 have trouble solving my school-related prohlcms.
29. I try to get my own way.
30. I get upset or angry when thing.~ go wrong.
31. I cnn't tell friends how I feel about thing.".
32. 1 try to avoid facing school problcms.
33. I need a friend to help with my problems.
34. I don't think planr>;ng ahcad m:lkcs things turn oul
better.
Total items 2R -34.
10.1
SCHOOL
35. I worry ahout school.
36. I feel nervous as school.
37. I wish I did nol have 10 go 10 school.
38. I have trouhle doing my school work.
39. I am not interested in school work.
40. I do not have good friends at school.
41. When I am in school, I wish I were someplace else.
Total items 35·41.
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PHYSICAL/BEHAVIORAL SIGNS OF STRESS
42. I feel upset at school.
43. I feel I can'l find lime to relax or rest.
44. 1 feel I can'l Slay slill.
45. I get sad or depressed.
46. I gel stomach aches or headaches.
47. I find myself overloaded with too much In do.
48. I have trouble sleeping at night.
Tolal hems 42 • 48.
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Instructions for Scoring
After you have completed items 1 . 48. total the scores in each
sect inn and enter it in the corresponding box on the scoring chart.
2. Adtlup all your category scores and enter the number in the box
after Total Overall Score. If you divide the tow] score by seven, you
will rind your llverage score for the towl test, and this should be
cntered al the bottom of the scoring chart.
J. Plot your score on the dOlled line with an ~X" anti draw a line
hctwcen your scoring "Xs~ so that a clear profile of your stress
evaluation is visible.
4. Check your level on the same line as either low, moderate, or high.
STRESS
LOW MODERATE IIIGII
SCORE 7 H9 10 II 12 13 14 15 Ifl 17 IH IQ 20 21
Interpersonal .
Self-concept.
Self-control
Coping skills
Problem solving .... _. •. • •..••...•.•...•.....•......
School.
Physical/Behavior~1
Signs of Stress .,
lOS
TOTAL OVERALL
SCORE
AVERAGE SCORE
UJW MODERATE II/Gil
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COl'INC WiTH STRESS
There is an increasing amount of information indicating thal
children need to develop skills that will enable them to cope effectively
with stress. The purpose of the following exercises is to make children
"ware of stress management techniques thaI they can use to help reduce
thcirown level ofstrcs." and anxiety.
Progrcssi\'c Relaxation
Pmgrcs.. ivc relaxation is a technique thai involves the progres~ive
relaxation of onc muscle group after another, with emphasis on comparing
the difference between tension ami relaxation. Individuals using this
technique must he :Ihle ttl identify muscle groups and learn how to contract
them so lhilt tension and relaxation can he experienced. Progressive
rcl:L'<ation techniques havc generally heen successfully used with adults.
111l'I·ever, thcy can equally and successfully he used with children when
vmiations are applied.
Defore engOlging in progres..,ive rcla:~ation, it is important 10 adhere to the
following guidelines \() ensure safety and increased success.
This tcchnique requires time and the more often it i.~ practiscd, the
more proficient children will become in using this skill on their own.
lit!
2. This technique will require 211 In 30 minules of ;1 chilu's time.
3. The time of day that this technique is he used optimally will vary
from child to child. Each child needs to become aware of what time
would be most appropriate for them. For example. some chilJren
may find studying highly stres.~ful. This technique woulJ he highly
appropriate before and aftcr a study scssion.
4. It is il11portant to find ;\ comfortahle pl;lce to practice these lellsing
and relaxing exercises. Once again. this will depend on the
individual, as one may prefer a couch, another a chair, and still
another may prefer 10 lie on the noor.
5. Consideration should he given tll the amount of time given 10 Ihe
tensing and relaxation of the muscles. A general rule of thumh is 10
maintain tension for approximately four to six secnnos ami relax for
eight 10 Icn seconds.
6. Controlled breathing is equally important during progressive muscle
relaxation techniques. Breathing makes it easier to relax and is
most effective when it is done deeply and slowly. One should inh,de
deeply when thc muscles are tensed and exhale slowly as the
muscles are relaxed.
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ACfIVITY
MIRRORS
One effective n.ethod of using progressive relaxation with children is
til play the game of "MIRRORS." In this game the adult takes a position
opposite the child (or several children) and the child is required to imitate
what he/she (the adull) does. In other words, the child mirrors the
movements of the adult. In the following sequence of events, the children
arc asked to tense for five seconds and then to relax and feel the tension
leaving the hody for Icn seconds.
Squeeze your eyes shut - lightly - huld ii, relax.
2. Push your lips together, very tightly - hold it, relax.
3. Pres.. your tongue to the roof of your mouth - hold it • relrue.
4. Shrug your shoulders up towards your ears - hold it· relax - feel the
tension leaving your shoulders.
5. With both hands make a fist as tight as you can - feel the tension
building - relax. Feel the ten~ion leaving your hands.
Ii. Make a fist with your right hand. Feel the right hand getting tense
while your left hand is relaxing. relax your right hand.
7. Make a fist with l'our lert hand. Feel the left hand getting tense
while your right hand is relaxing - relax your left hand.
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8. Pull your stomach way in toward your back - hold it • relax· feel the
tension leaving.
9. Push your knees together· hard· hold il. Relax.
to. Pull your toes towards your knees, way up. Hold ii, hnld ii, relax.
Feel the tension leaving your legs.
11. Point your toes. Hold it - relax.
12. Now tighten every muscle in your hotly - hold it - rclax your entire
body. Let your entire body get very limp - relaJ(cd and comrorlahle.
Crentive Relnalion
Creativity and childhood have a natural relationship hccau.'>C
children are naturally creative. Likewise, for children thc very essence !If
creativc exprcssion is movement. Combining this creativity with hody
movement provides children with a natural medium for self-expression and
enables them to comrol stress more effectively. During creative relaxation
a child or group of children create a movement(s) designed to tense and
relax individual muscles, muscle groups or the entire hody.
Before engaging in creative movement exerciscs, it is important tIJ considcr
the following suggestions.
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Creative movement exercises are intended (0 be conducted in an
informuJ atmosphere, with a minimal amount of formal structuring.
2. Children will show varying degrees of creativity, and therefore
guidance and encouragement will be needed depending on the
situation and children involved.
3. 111e voice of the leader will have a dramatic effect on the success of
the activity. A soft gentle tone will tend 10 produce slower
movements, while a sharp or loud (Onc will probably produce more
vigorous movements. Remcmher, the goal here is to experience
tensing and relaxing. The lone of the leader's voice can profoundly
influence this experience.
4. The formal for conducting this activity is intended only as a general
procedure. Individuals should inject their own creative ideas when
conducting this type of exercise. You may even wish to create some
of your own activities using the following format as a possible guide:
(a) the name of the activity, (b) suggested leader input, (c) some
possihle children's responses, and (d) suggested evaluation
proceuures.
5. When conducting this activity, one should provide ample opportunity
for freedom of movement. Some children may wish to fall to the
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floor as a mean~ of expression and therefore a soft landing :lTC.1
should he provided.
ACl'IVITY
RAIN AND SNOW
',his activity will probably produce an experience that nlOst children
can relate to. Experience has shown that when children arc asked hI
imitate rain, they tend 10 make thciT hotly tense. When imitating snow.
they tend to relax their bouy. One might hypothesize that rain is
associated with heavy and snow with light. The discussion should he
guided in this general direction.
One good way of introducing this activity is to ask the difference hetween
rain and snow.
RESPONSES
• Rain is wetter than snow.
- Rain comes down harder than snow.
- Snow is white, ruin does not have a color.
• It is more fun playing in the snow than it is in the ruin.
- My mother doesn't care if I play in the snow, hut she does not like 10
have me play in the rain.
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LEADER
You have suggested some very interesting ways in which snow and
rain are different. Now, how do you think it would make you feel (0
pretend you arc min - and then .snow?
RESPONSES
Children express different feelings.
LEADER
You have wId may different ways it could feel to be like rain and
Now let us pretend we are one and then the other. I will say
"RAIN: and then I will say MSNOW.M (The leader allernates calling oot
·RAI~ and MSNO'tY" as the children try to eteate movements in the form
of theseelemenlS).
EVALUATION
Which did you like being best - piclending you were rain Of
pretending you were snow?
How did feel to he like rain?
How did it feci «l be like snow?
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When did it feel more restful· when yllu were raill or when you
weresnow1
Did you feel heavier when you were rain?
Did you feel lighter when you were .'inow1
Which one gave you the better feeling?
NOTE: The following concepts may he helpful in developing sirnilm
exercise,,;.
- "COLD AND HOT'
- "HARD AND SOFT'
NUTRITION AND EXERCISE
The henefits of good nutrition and regular exercise are almost
impo~~ihle 10 exaggerate. A varied, wcll·balanced diet is one of the husk
cornerstones of healthy living, en.'iuring that mind and hody have the
opportunity 10 function at their peak levels. TIle value of physical aClivity
and exercise as a means of Cflnlrolling stre.'iS is well documented hy varinus
authorities. Recent research shows that powerful brain chemicals arc
released duriag vigorous exercise. These are called enuorphins, morphine-
like substances associated with happiness anu well·heing. This is why
exercise can often dispel negative mental stale.~ such a.~ depression or
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anxiety. In addition, exercise is the ideal outlet for accumulated tension,
bottled-up aggression, and frustration, neutralizing mental as well as
muscular stress. Evidence suggests that aerobically fit individuals are more
resistant to the physiological and psychological effects of stress, and that
aerohically fit individuals may recover more quickly from siress.
For children and young adolescents, one of the most important
charucteristiC!\ of life is movement. In essence, children are crealures of
movement. Practically all chihJren - unless there is an incapacitating
impairment - will engage in physical activity jf given the opportunity to do
so. They run, jump, climb and play games requiring these and olher
movement skills. They should he encouraged to enga:;e in physical
exercise and provided with many opportunities to do so.
Following is a summary of some of the benefits or exercise and good
nutrition.
- increused blood circulation
- increased assistance to heart
increased oxygen supply to the body
improved digestion
. balanced emotions
- increased resistance to disease
- reduced fatigue
- strengthened muscles. hnnes. and Iig,mlcnts
. improved body image
- sharpened menl..1 ahilities
• enhancement of ability to handle stres.~fu1 encounters
- benefits from the body's endorphins
- increased self-confidence
11'
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MODULE II
LEARNi\l,; TO SAY NO!
ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING
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Rationale and Performan~ Objcdives
One of the most common sources of stress for children is not being
ahle to communicate to others what they are feeling and thinking.
Children need to develop a~scrtivencss skills so they can confidently
confront situations that would typically produce anxiety, frustration, and
guilt. and would otherwise cause them to deily their uwn feelings and
emotions. This confidence is especially important if children are to he
effective in making difficult decisions. Assertiveness skills provide effective
communications, ami they enable children not only til he receptive but also
\0 assert their rights without using intimidation or being intimidated.
Assertiveness skills are necessary for managing the conflicts of everyday
life.
At the end of this module students will:
J. he able to distinguish among pas.~ive, aggressive and assertive behaviors.
2. hccome aware of an individual's basic assertive rights.
J, hecome aware of their own level of assertiveness.
4. develop appropriate assertive responses,
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Characteristics of Passive Uclmvior
Passive hehavior is oftcn called "heing ~hy" or Mheing quict." I'cuplc
who demonstrate passive behavior often have difficulty cltprcssing thcir
feeling.~ or opinions, and don't realize they have thc right to think for
themselves and make their own decisiuns. A .. il result, they oftcn fail til
achieve their goals and often end up feeling hurl.
Characteristics of passive behavior include:
heing shy around other people
2. feeling guilty ahnut saying no
3. weak voice when talking to others
4. afraid to say no to olher people
5. lack of eye cont,lct when talking or listcning tn someone
6. thinking that your own feelings, opinions, rights, ami ideas
:Ire not important
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ChAracteristics of Aggressive Behavior
Aggressive hehavior is mean and angry behavior that people use to
try and gel what they wunt. People wrrl are aggressive tcnd 10 verbally
attack others with a loud am! demanding voice. oflcn using accusations and
.'iurCii.'im. Aggressive people tend to lahel the behavior and unitudes of
mhers. They oflcn make decisions for others with little regard for others'
fccling.~. rights, and idem;.
Char:lctCrlstic:; of aggressive hehavior include:
t.lireel eye contact (cold staring)
2. rigid posture (folding arms)
3. sarcastic remarks toward others
4. wrongly accusing olhers
5. a loud, demanding voice
". cramming your personal space
7. hlaming others
8. making decisions for other people
Q. always wanting their own way
10. clenched hands and finger pointing
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Characteristics of As~rth'e Rehuvior
Acting assenively means being able to ~tand up for your righl~ and
express what you believe, feel, and want in a direcl. honest and appropriate
way that respecl~ the rights of the other person. A~<;ertive pcople slrivc In
reach their goals without hurting olher.; and are willing 10 take risks amI
responsibility for Iheir llwn behuviur.
Characteristics of a!;sertive heh:lVior inclll(le:
appropriate eye contact
2. an appearance of being calm
3. statements that begin with "("
4. a voice that is hoth strong and firm
5. direct and honest expres.<;;on of feelings :lIId beliefs
6. consideration of alternatives
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ACftVITV
BASIC ASSERTIVE RIGHTS
People who are assertive believe that they and others have certain
ha~ic rights similar 10 those listed below. Read the list of basic assertive
rights, and place a check mark in the space to the right indicating if you
agree or disagree with the statement. Then, turn to the next page and
answer the questions that follow.
OJ. l believe I have the right to be !reated with respect.
02. I believe I have Ihe right to say no and not feel guilty.
03. I believe I have the right to express my feelings.
04. 1 believe I have the right to change my mind.
05. I believe I have the right 10 ask for help.
06. I believe I have Ihe right 10 SCI my own priorities.
07. I believe I have Ihe right (0 make mistakes.
08. I believe I have the right to feel good about myself.
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If you disagreed with one or more of these hasic assertive rights.
state a reason why you disagreed. If you need moTe space, write nil
the back of this sheet.
2. Would you add other basic assertive rights to Ihis list.
If yes, give examples.
3. Can a person carry these rights too far? If yes, give an example.
4. When is it appropriate to be assertive? Give exampleli.
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ACfIVITV
ASSERTIVENESS INVENTORY
PURPOSE
To develop an awareness of your own level of assertiveness in a
variety of situations.
PROCEDURE
Read each of the following Slalcmcnls. If Ihc statement descrihes
how you usually behave. put a check-mark in the space to the right
"MOSTLY LIKE ME." If the statement does nOl descrihe huw yOll usually
behave, pUI a check-mark in the space to the right "MOSTLY UNLIKE
ME." Follow thc directions at thc end of the inventory.
Moslly Mostly
Like Me Unlike Me
01. [speak up in group discussion.
02. I speak first when I meet someone new.
03. I give compliments easily to others.
04. I give my full attention to people when
Ihey speak to me.
05. I consider the feelings of others hefore I
act.
06. I can say "NO" without feeling guilty
when a friend wants to copy my work.
07. I accept praise without feeling
uncomfortable.
08. I would call a friend to get help with
school work if I needed it.
09. I ask my teacher for help when I have
difficulty in class.
10. If I were aC'Cused unfairly, I would
attempt to correct the situation.
11. I am able 10 speak positively about
myself without feeling embarrassed.
12. When I'm wrong, I can say, "I'm sorry
easily."
13. J politely say "NO" if someone I did nol
like asked me to dance.
14. If I were bu!'.y, I would ask the caller to
telephone me at a more convenient lime.
15. I can ea<;i1y tell someone that I like
him/her.
16. I maintain eye contact when speaking
with others.
17. I speak in a calm controlled way when
others disagree with me.
18. If I wanted 10 talk to someone I did not
know very well, I would approach that
person.
19. When I don't understand what is said. I
ulik for an explanation.
20. I feel comfortahle and relaxed at
parties.
Mostly Mostly
Like Me Unlike Me
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21. I can accept criticism without getting
upset.
22. When a friend doesn't return a
borrowed item. I ask that it be returned.
23. I can talk with my parents even when
we disagree.
24. I can say "NO" when I feel it is
necessary.
25. If I were lost, I would approach a
stranger for directions.
MosUy Mostly
Like Me Unlike Me
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DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING
Give yourself one point for each of the responses "MOSTLY LIKE
ME." This will give you your assertiveness score.
YOUR SCORE: __
Locate your score on the range-finder scale below and nole your level
ofasscrtivcncss.
NQN·i\SSERTIVE LOW/MODERATE HIGH/EXCEPTIONALLY I-IIGH
15 2S
1:\2
Responding Assertively
Students need 10 develop assertive responses that can he used in a
variely of conflicting situations. Responses such as, "I feel angry when..." nr
"I feel annoyed when...." allow students to express how they feel in negativc
situations and help them succeed with personal goals and ohjectives. The
"I" statement should include three componcnts. First, cllnlmUnic:lte to the
other person how you feel. Secondly, communicate to the other persoll
what made you feel the way you did. Third. communicate what yOIl watll
the other person to do. Consider thc following examples of ")" statcments:
"I feel angry when you take my cassette tape without my permis."ioll.
I would appreciate you asking for it the next time."
2. "I felt hurt when you asked somconc clsc to the dancc. ¥ou
promised that we were going together." If you can't keep yuur
promises, then you should not make them.
3. "I feel annoyed when you turn up the television so loud that I
cannot concentrate on my studies. I would like for you to turn it
down."
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ACfIVI1Y
DEVEWPING ASSERTIVE RESPONSES
Below are a number of conflicting situations. Read each situation
carefully and respond with an appropriate "I" statement. Students may
wish to refer 10 the feelings list located on page 11. Remember, your "I"
statement should communicate three things:
(I) how you feel.
(2) what made you feel this way
(3) what you want the other person to do.
A friend asks you to stca] something while you are shopping on a
Saturday afternoon.
I reel _
I feel this way hecause _
I want you to _
IJ4
2. A teacher falsely accuses you of throwing somclhing aem!\.. the
classroom,
I feel _
I feel this way because _
I want you to _
3. Someone calls you a name while you are in front uf your friends.
I feel _
I feel this way because _
I want you to _
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FEELINGS LIST
ANGRY PRESSURED EMBARRASSED
NERVOUS UPSET JEALOUS
LOUSY TERRIBLE IRRITATED
ROTrEN LEFf OUT SCARED
CRABBY UNHAPPY SAD
LET DOWN FEARFUL TERRIFIED
UNCOMFORTABLE FRUSTRATED
REFERENCES
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MODULE III
GOAL SETIING
137
till
Rationale and Performance Objedh'es
If you we(e to a5k studenlS what they want oul of life. you would
probably get a variety of responses. Maoy students would say they W'•.mt:
• to be popular
• to be succesdul
- to buy a new pair of basketball shoes
- to buy a new bike
- to do well in school
- 10 be happy
• to do well in sports
It's perfectly natural for siudenlli to want 10 he happy. sutte.'\Sful.
and respected hy their peers. 1l'Ie bigger Question however is. ~how Cln
they get what they waner One vcl)' important way is to set GOALS and
work hard t<>wards them. Students who want to make the hockey team will
probably have a good chance of achieving that goal if they work on skill
development Making the team is their goal; skill development is their
plan. Without a plan. they could have dreamed ahout making the team
(orever, but would never have made it. To lurn their wants and dreams
into accomplished goals, studenl~ need 10 identify their goals, develnp a
plan, and lake ACTiON.
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At the end of this module students will:
Understand why goals are important.
2. Become aware of obstacles to reaching their goals.
3. Learn how to identify their goals.
4. Become aware of the key elements in setting effective goals.
5. Understand the steps in creating interesting and achievable goals.
6. Reward themselves for accomplishing their goals.
1. Learn the keys to success (how 10 gel the most oul of your life).
Why Selling Goals Is Important
Why should setting goals be important to students? Goals are
important because they help students gel what they want out of life.
Setting goals will help tbem develop a PlAN of attack for achieving
succes.~. Students nccd to become aware Ihal they may fail to accomplish
anything worthwhile if they do not have a plan. Otherwise, they may never
get what they want.
In other words. if students fail to plan. they are truly planning to
fail. Con.~ider the following sports analogy: Suppose that you are going to
run the city marathon. If you fail to train for the race. eat the right foods,
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and warm up before the ra~, you win probably not be very succes..dul in
winning. To be sUcceMful, 10 win· you need a PLAN!
Idenllfying Obstacles To Coal Selling
If goals arc so important, why is thai students dll not engage in
more goal setting behavior? For example, why don'l Mudenls sci goab for
increased academic performance? In other words, what are the ohstacles
to goal setting? What are the reasons-oar rather the excuses!··,hUI students
use to avoid being in charge (If their lives?
·Coals Are Not All Thai Important-
Many students don't realize the imporlance uf gual selling. They
are not aware that setting goals will help them lake control uf their own
lives and accept respon.c;ibility for themselves. They need to uoocr.-land
that they are in charge and that they are not controlled by other people or
other situations. Rather, I AM in charge of my own destiny_ 'AM in
charge of myself.
2. -, Don'l Know How To Sct Goals·
Most young adolescents would probahly say that the reason they
don't set goals is because they just don't know how. For many, they simply
have not been taught! They need 10 be reassured thm setting goals is nllt a
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difficult process and that with a liule practice. they 100 can become effective in
setting goals thal are both realistic and attainable.
3. "What If Someone Makes Fun of My GonIN
The third reason some young people don't sel goals is fear of being
criticized. Consider the following scenario: Your goal is 10 be captain of the
hockey learn. You tell your close friend, who immediately laughs and replies,
"You're not good enough to be captain. You're just wasting your time.!"
Students may often find themselves in this type of situation. Their friends,
whell1er for a good reason or out of jealousy, orten ridicule or criticize their
goals. Students need to share goals only with those who are supportive,
Otherwise, goals should be kept to yourself!
4. "I Might Fail"
The fourth reason why some young people don't set goals is the fear of
failure. Students need to understand that it is OK to fail, and that it is OK to
take calculated risks in liCe. In their attempts to solve everyday problems,
mistakes will obviously be made. Howeyer, it is what they learn from those
mistakes that is so important. Suppose you failed your math exam. What did
you learn from the experience? You probably realize that you need to study
even harder the next time. If young adolescents let the fear of failure prevent
them from setting goals, they will lose the power to
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shape their own lire. to make il what they want il to be. Lire is about
learning. so reassure students thai it is ok 10 rail. and encour.tge them to
engage in appropriate risk taking behavior.
ACI'IVllY
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
How call setting goals give you more control over your life?
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2. How could you improve your performance by having a goal and a
plan for llchicving it?
3. Why would you be happier by having a goal and a plan for
achieving it?
4. How does fear of being criticized affect the goals you SCi?
5. How can you overcome this fear?
6. How does the fear of failure affect the goals you sci?
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7. How can you overcome this fenr?
ACTIVllY
FAILURE IS NOT FATAL!
You can triumph over failure by learning from your mistakes. You
can turn failure into success by learning from every setback. List two
disappointments you have had and at least one valuable lesson you learned
from each one.
Disappointment:
Lesson:
Disappointment:
Lesson:
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Key5 To Goal Setting
This section is about helping students clarify what they are about, so
that they can go about doing what they want to do. They need to learn to
match their strengths with their dreams, and to sel goals that are both
meaningful and attainable.
First. students need to focus on areas of excellence, areas in which
they excel. One person might be good at athletics, while another finds
math and science elL~Y. For some, it is difficult to find those areas of
excellence. hut they are there. To find areas of expertise, it is irnportanl
for students to be exposed to a variety of learning experiences. It is
through these experiences that students find out what they are interested in
and what they are really good at. For example. a young girl is eoroled in
private piano lessons at an early age. After a year of playing, practice. and
much success. she r~alizes that she truly enjoys playing the piano. In her
enthusiasm she makes the following remark to her parents, "That's it, that's
what I want to do with my life. I want to become a music teacher." Her
interest and talent eventually led her to college and she eventually became
a music teacher. These things really do happen, but only because
indivilluals discovered their interests aoll areas of expertise.
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In what areas should students set their go.alli? Onc WolY is to
determine what captures their attention and what thin&" they quickly lose
interest in. In a Physical Education class.. students might he good at
volleyball bectluse they like it. However. they may never be good al
playing the piano. If they don't wan! to play the piano, if they dun't like it.
they probably never become very gooo at it.
NOTE: This does not mean that students should SlOp working in areas
thaI are not their best. If someone finds math difficult, they will still have
to study to pass the Ics!. This is nollO suggest ltml they say. -I never do
well in Ihis. so I may as well nOI waste any more lime on it.- ThaI wuuld
be an easy way for students 10 get out of learning any subject. Students
need to put effort inlo all areas of their Iive.~ Rather. there will likely he
one or perhaps more than one area in which they excel. Encourage them
to put extra time and effort into that area.
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ACRES OF DIAMONDS
This concept is illustrated by telling the story about a farmer who
got bored with farming and decided to seek his fortune in a gold mine.
After selling his farm, he wenl up to Alaska and searched for gold. He
wa.~ gone many years and had all sorts of adventures. But he never did
find gold. and he lived a very poor life, sometimes not having enough food,
and never having a nice place to live. Finally, exhausted and out of hope,
he travelled back to see his former farm, just for old times' sake. To his
amazement, he found that a mansion stood where the farmhouse had been.
and the grounds were gorgeous. The new owner came Ollt to talk to the
former farmer. "What on earth happened here?" asked the bewildered
farmer. "You harely had enough money to buy the farm from me, a" I
remember. How <lid you get so rich?"
The new owner just smiled. "Actually, it was all Jue to you. There
were diamonds on this property, acres and acres of diamonds!- The old
farmer scoffed. "Diamonds! I knew every inch of this land, and there were
no diamonds here.- The new owner nodded, and pulled from his pocket a
lump of what looked like coal. "I carry around this smal1 one as good luck
charm. Here is one of the diamonds from this property."
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The fanner was amazed. "That's a dia.mond? I remember seeing a
lot of those all over Ihis land. I used 10 swear at them and kick them
because they got in the way when 1 was ploughing. I thoughl Ihey were
lumps of coal! That doesn't look anything like a diamond to me!-
You see, the farmer sold perfectly goo<.l land that could have m.ade
him a millionaire, hecnuse he didn't recognize the diamunds when he saw
them. Not all diamonds look like diamonds; in their unpolished form. they
look like lumps of coal. Vou have diamonds in yuur lire tlml VOll m~IY
not be recognizing right now. Something that seems worthless or silly
might be extremely valuable. For example, if you have an 'Ihilily to mimic
people, you might think that is just a fun thing 10 do ~1I partie.~--hUlm:lyhc
it's a sign that you have dramatic ahility and couk! be a good actllr, with
practice. If you are able to explain things 10 your c1a.....~m.llc." so that they
are always asking you for help, you might think that you have a skilltlmt is
a pain in the neck, since othe~ pester you a lot. However, Ihal skill, with
practice, could make you a good teacher, or prores..~ur, or cnnsullant. or
public speaker. The point of all this is to know that yuu h,lVc those
'diamonds.' You have to find them, then you have to wllrk on polishing
them so they look like the diamonds they really arc.
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ACfIVITY
IDENTIfYING YOUR ACRES OF DIAMONDS
What subjects do you like the most? When your looking for a book
in the library, what do you pick up and read? What programs do
you watch on television? List them below.
2. What activities do you most enjoy doing?
3. When you feel completely absorbed in something, what you are
doing?
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4. Think of a time when you thought you had a "lump of coal.~ hut you
actually had a "diamond.~ Can you remember a time when you
worked hard towards something, only to find that you had
overlooked the obvious?
ACTIVIIT
FINDING YOUR AREAS OF EXCELLENCE?
List the skills (things that you are good at) in each of the areas
below. The goal of this exercise is to make you think of all the
many talents and areas of expertise you really do have.
Academie' _
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SOCial _
Family _
Athletic _
Drumatic _
Olher _
2. Which or these skills do you consider your own personal Mdiamonds?"
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Having A Num~r One Goal
Students need to have a number one goal, a goal that feel so
strongly about that it is in their mind all the time. You·1I find that this
goal may he broad and general, like "I want to he popular," (lr"1 w:mt to
do better in school."
Most people generally have a 101 of different goals. In fllct. you
need a variety of goals to create balance in your life. Uow, then, can you
decide on this number one goal? Ask yourself how much you want tn
reach it. Remember, you will prohably work harller and with more
enthusiasm tow:1rd goals that are important to you. If you want a numher
one goal, it should be something towanJs which you are willing to work
very hard. You have probably heard stories of athletes who practice eight,
ten, or more hours a day, giving up their social lives, spending every minute
working on their sport. They do this because bcing the best at their Sl}(lrl
is their number one goal, more important than anything else. These
athletes have an intensity of purpose. If you are not intense, you will not
put in the necessary effort. If you do not put in the effort, you prohahly
will fail. If you keep setting goals and failing, soon you will be discoumged
and quit, defeating your own purpose. Find something that is more
important to you than anything else, and make that YlJur number one goul.
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ACfIVITY
DITERMINING YOUR NUMBER ONE GOAL
Write one or two goals you have in each of the areas listed below.
Then, thinking carefully about them all, come up with a Number One goal,
something that right now is the most important thing 10 you.
1. Spiritual growth.: Goals for peach of mind, happiness, and spiritual
fuJrHment.
2. Personal relalionshlps: Goals in your relationships (with parents,
friends, tcucheu, others).
ISlI
3. Learninj;feducation: What would you like 10 know more ,lhout? What
skills do you want 10 develop?
4. Status and respeet: To which groups do you want to belong'! From
whom do you want re~pect?
5. Leisure time: What activities (hobbies, sports, travels) would you like
to learn more about? To do more of'?
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6. Fitness: Goals for your physical fitness and overall health.
7. Financial: Goals for having enough money to do the things you want to
do.
K Career: What kind of work would you like 10 do when you get older?
15K
9. Others: Goals that may not fit into the previoll'i categories.
Now go back and select one goal that is more important 10 ytlU right now.
Write it below,
Goal: _
Why is this the most important goal?
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selling Yourself Up For Success
Learning how to sel goals will help students become more
succes..rul. If they learn how to develop realistic and attainable goals, they
will feel proud and confident about themselves and, and want 10 do it
again and again. There are six steps to becoming a successful goal setter,
Six Steps rOT Goal Setting
I. Desire To Achieve
Students must have the desire and motivation 10 strive to get 10
wh~re they W'dnt to go. Jr they don't really want the goal, ii's unlikely they
will make the commitment to accomplish it. and they will give up when
faced with hard work. A genual rule of thumb is nol to set goals thaI 3fC
so difficult that they aTC impossible to altain. and dan', set goals that are
so ea..y thallhey require no work. If your goal is to 50% on your math test
and you know you can get a 70%, there is no challenge!
Students must own their goals. It ha'i to be one that they want
themselve.'i. It is meaningles.'i for someone else to set you goals because
yOIl will nol be very motivated to achieve them. If your parents want you
10 he an "A" student. that's one thing. But if you want to be an "A" student,
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that's another. You have to own the goal and want to achieve it yourselr.
You have to feel, ''This is important to ME,-
2. Believe In Themselves
Students must believe that they can meet their goals. Even though
their goals may be difficult, they must believe that their goals and
achievable. It is important that the goal is not too difficult thai they will
not achieve it. Set a goal that you personally can achieve. Once again, it
must be realistic and achievahle. For example, if yOll sel a goal to gel an
"A" in math, but only think and dream about it because you don', really
think you can make the grade, you will probably never make it. On the
other hand, if you sincerely believe in your goal, study hard for the test,
and ask for help when nceded, you will probably accomplish your goal a 101
more quickly.
3. Write Your Goals Down
Students must get in the habit of writing their goals down. Writing
down goals helps keep you organized a~ goals can ea~ily he forgotten.
Everyone has hundreds of thousands of thoughts daily; most of which are
forgotten in moments. Out those we take the time and effort to write
down seem to matter more and are not as easily forgotten.
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4. What Are The Bencms?
Is it worthwhile ("IT students to set goals and work towards achieving
them? It's nalural for students to want to know what their getting before
they begin investing time and effort. So when you set a goal and begin
working towards achieving iI, lake the time to think about what your going
to get for your efforts. For example. suppose you want to get in great
physical shape. What are the benefits? Maybe you'll look better, get
more atlcntion and more dates, feel better physically, and probably get
stronger and accomplish more in sports. You may even feel more self-
confident, with an overall increase in your level of self-esteem.
S. Starting Point
Students need 10 know where they are now so they know where they
have to stHr!. For example, if you want to run a mile race under the five
minute mark, you need to find Qut your time now so that you can begin
your training program. Knowledge of your current time gives you a
reference point from which to begin.
6. Deadlines
Set u deadline/completion dute for your goal and write it down. As
well, prioritize where and how you will utilize (spend) your time. If you
accomplish your goal within the deadline, you will likely feel much better
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about yourself. It is highly importanl 'lot to set overly amh;li(lu~ deadline~
For example. don't say you are going to make three new friends thili munth
if your a very shy person who has trouhle making two new friends a year.
Obviously. it is important to set a realistic deadline. (lne that alloW!> you
sufficient time to achieve wccess.
Rewnrding Your Accompllshments
Once students have set a goal and accomplished it. they need to
REWARD THEMSELVES. Find one thing that you can dn or give yourself
for the hard work you have put forlh to accomplish your glial. Fur
example, a new item of c10lhing for obtaining a 70% on your mmh exam.
ACfIVllY
WHAT'S IMPORTANT TO YOU?
Turn back to page 152. where you chose your numhcr tine gtlal.
Write your goal on the hlank line entitled -Goal- on the next page. Nnw.
go through the six steps of goal selling for that goal. An example is given
below to help you get started.
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Gonl' To W'lke the junior High School basketball learn.
Desire: J have always wanted to make the team ever since I was in 5th
grade. I think about it all the time.
Bend: I know thai I am tall enough and have the basic skills to make the
learn. I am as good as the other players in my grade level. f know I can
make it if I was given the opportunity to try out.
Writing: On my Michael Jordan poster al home I have written, "' want to
make the Junior High School basketball team!"
Benefits: If I make the learn, it will be a dream come true. onc that "I"
roude a reality. I will have many new friends, get more respect from my
peers, make my parents proud of me.
Starting point I know that 1 have some good skills now, but I will need to
work much harder to increase '"y chances of earning a spot on the team. I
should prohahly begin with getting into great shape. Maybe a five
kilometre run three times per week would be a good place to slart.
lll~
Deadline: I have 10 be in shape hy the first week of try-outs. I wllulll llHt
want to be cut from the team because I could nol keep up with the rest uf
the players.
Goal:
Desire:
Belief:
Writing:
Benefits:
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Starting point:
I>cadlillc:
ACfIVI1Y
EVALUATING YOUR GOAL
Now that you have gone through the steps, go hack and think ahout
them a second time. Answer these questions for the goal you set.
I. [valu.lte your goal. Is it clear and specific?
16h
2. How much you desire a goal often determines whether you achieve it.
Be honest with yourself. Is this goal really what you want III he. to have, or
10 do'?
3. Do you believe you ean accomplish your goal? If not, rewrite Ihe goal
so thut you have at least a 50 percenl chance of achieving it.
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4. Dic..l you put your goal in writing? Did you make a couple of copies to
keep in front of you (one copy for your mirror, one for your notebook,
ctc.)? Where will you pUI them?
5. Why do you want to achieve this goal? What's in it for you?
Rememher. the more reasons you list. the more likely it is you'll achieve
your goal.
6. Did you set a reasonable deadline? What arc your chances of reaching
your goal by thc date you set?
7. How can you keep from getting discouraged when you have a long way
to go before reaching your goal'?
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MODULE IV
USING YOUR TIME
170
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Rationale and Perfonnancc Objectives
StlllJcnts' attitudes toward lime usage has been discussed as a
contributing factor to stress and overall poor academic achievement. By
increasing their own level of awareness regarding attitudes toward time and
their current usc of time, students may engage in more effective time-
management behaviors.
At the end of this mcxlulc students will:
Become aware of how they use their time on an average school day.
2. Evaluate their organi7..ational usc of time.
ACTIVITY
ASSIGNMENT BEFORE CLASS
Before Ihc beginning of this module, have students record everything
they do on an AVl<:RAGE SCHOOL DAY. They should write down the titlc
of each activity and thc time of day that each activity takes place. A sample
record of an average school day is located on page 174. Students may wish 10
follow this as all example.
Dale
Time
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RECORD OF AN AVERAGE SCHOOL. DAY
Day of the Week _
Activity
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SAMPLE RECORD OF AN AVERACE SCHOOL DAY
:ri.m<..o!..Ill &<Ih1JJ<
7:00 AM wake up
7:10-7:50 breakfast, get ready for school
7:50-8:10 walk to school
8:15-2:20 PM in school
2:30-3:00 walk home
3:30-4:30 playing sports
5:00-6:00 supper
6:15-6:30 help with dishes
7:00-8:00 do homework
8:15-8:30 talk on phone
8:30-9:30 watch TV
9:30-9:45 get ready for bed
10:00 go to sleep
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ACfIVllY
WHERE HAS THE DAY GONE
Using the information from the previous activity, complete the table
located below. Write down each activity and the amount of time you spent
on each.
ACTIVITY
Example: Sports
NUMBER OF HOURS/MINUTES
3 Hours and 10 Mlnules
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ACTIVITY NUMBER OF HOURS/MINUTES
TOTAL MINUTES =
Once you have completed the lable, follow the directions hclow.
Now subtract TOTAL MINUTES from 1440 (the lotal number of minuteli
in 1 day}. This is the amount of "FREE TIME" you had!
Total Minutes in a Duy '" 1440
Total Minutes Used in Your Day;: __
1440, ~60= hrs nffrcc IIn1CIll
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B,L"ed on this knowledge, what changes would you make in the use of your
"FREE TIME."
List at least one change you would make in the space below.
Do you have a problem getting things done comfortably and on time?
EJlplain why you answered yes or no in the space below.
How could a schedule or some sort help you'?
ACfIVITY
EVALUATING STUDENTS' ORGANIZATIONAL USE OF TIME
To help yourself become il better time manager. you need III
become aware of how you org.mize your time with regard to ~ch(l(ll work
and leisure activities. Only then will you be more likely to engage in
effective time management behaviors. To help you undcrstlllld your
current use of time. please answer yes or no to the ro!lowillg qucsli(ln.~.
Ot. 00 you set aside time ror studying eilch suhjccI lhal your
taking?
02. 00 you study only when you are "j n the mood?"
03. Whenever you study. do you spend some time reviewing?
04. 00 you slart early on long-term a.o;siglllnents/rrnjccts?
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05. Do you have a regular time each day for studying particular
suhjects?
06. When you study, do you take a break every thirty to forty
minutes?
07. Do you study only when you have nothing else to do?
08. On you take time soon after class to review and revise your
notcs?
09. Before you study, do you know how much time you will need
to review all the material?
10. Do you know what is the best time of the day for you to
study?
It. Do you prepare a wee:':ly schedule 10 help you organize your
lime.
12. To save time in doiog assignments. do you question the
teacher in class if you are not sure of how to do the work?
13. Do you take time to write down all your assignments?
14. Do you review regularly even if there is no immediate test?
15. Do you sct aside time for fun and recreation?
ANSWER KEY
L YES 6. YES II. YES
2. NO 7. NO 12. YES
3. YES 8. YES 13. YES
4. YES 9. YES 14. YES
5. YES 10. YES 15. YES
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MODULE V
PRIORITIZATION
IX2
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Rationale and Performance Objedive
Like adults, student too can often feci overwhelmed by all the things
they have til do. Students need to sort oul what needs to be done now
frum what can wait until later. They need 10 understand that not
everything needs to he done \()(jay. Using the "ABC SYSTEM," students
can learn to priorite their activities.
At the end of this module students will:
he able tn primize activities that need to he completed.
Ill.
ACTIVITY
PRIORITIZATION: THE "AIlC SVSTEl\-1
Using activity sheet "ACfIVITIES/TASKS", (1tlC'<ilcd on the nC11
page) ask students to list all lhe activities and/or tusks that they
must complete in the ncar future.
2. Next, they are to assign 10 each task an A, B. or C priority. A
means "I have no choice. J must do this immcdj:llcly:~ n means
"This is quile important but I could wail a little while;" C mc'llls "I
could postpone this. I may not even do iC Ask studenL.. In circle
one leiter only.
3. After the tasks have been priorized, a...k students In list them under
the appropriate IcUef on activity sheet entitled "TO 1>0 LIST."
Remind sludenL'ii that A activities arc In he finished bermc moving
to the B list.
By categorizing their activities according It, il1ll"llrtancc, the students
will learn to focus on what absolutely must be Uune. In the prncess
a few students always discover that they have been spenuing their
time on their Cs while their As just have nlll been cClmpleted.
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ACfIVI1Y
ACfIVITIES/TASKS
RATING
ABC
2. ABC
,. ABC
4. ABC
5. ABC
6. ABC
7. ABC
H. ABC
AcrlVITI'
TO DO LIST
'''''
A
MOST IMPORTANT - CAN'T WAIT
"
COUtD WAIT A WHIL.E
C
LEAST lMPORTANT - CAN WAIT
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MODULE VI
CREATING A SCHEDULE
IHl!
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Rationale and Per1'ormanc:c Objective
One method that many people use to (,.organize their time is a
SCHEDULE. A schedule is a plan that you create for how you want to
spend your time. First, yOU figure out what you NEED and WANT to do.
Then you give a certain amount of time to each activity.
A good schedule thaI you have created for yourself can help you
avoid wasting time or getting behind in your school work. It can help you
make sure that you do what you must but also have time for what you want
to do,
AI the cnll of this module students will:
l. Become aware of how to create a schedule.
What Should you Keep In Mind
When You're Planning Your Time?
Try to make each day a -balanced" one. That means to give
yourself time both for work and play each day. Include time for
It)ll
school work and work at home, and fnr rcl:'L'<ation, cxcrcise. and
being with friends.
2. Figure Otlt when you are most awake amI alert, and Jo your
studying then. You can learn much more cfficiently when you're
alert.
3, Try to spend at least some time doing school work during every
school day. Chousc:t regular study lime, and use it for studying.
Even if you have no homework due the next U:lY. usc Ihat time for
long-term assignments or reuding. Make stuuying during your study
time a habit. The more you get used 10 uoing sch(MII work at that
time, the easier it will be for you to study Ihen.
4. Be sure to give yourself some free time each day. People neeu frce
time to relax and unwind.
ACTIVITY
CREATING YOUR SCHEDULE
In this exercisc. you are going to creatc a PRACfICE SCHEIlUJ,E
for the next school uay. Before you begin this exercise, read over the
example schedule located on page.l.8( Then. follow the directions helow.
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2. Write down llle lime you will wake up tomorrow, and when you'll go
10 sleep. Then mark down the time you'll spend eating meals and be in
school.
3. Next, write down any obligations, things you must do, that you have
for tomorrow (for example: paper route, private lessons, practices,
CIC.). Refer back to page 186 and include some of the activities from
the "TO DO LIST."
4. Now, fill in yOUT study time. Pick the lime when your most alert. Be
sure 10 give yourself enough time to get your school work done well.
5. Look at the time you have left, and fill it in with other activities. Be
sure to give yourself some time for things you enjoy. Also, leave
yourself enough frcc time.
6. Now, look at your schedule carefully. How does it ~.;:em to you? If it
seems reasonable, your finished. If nol, change it so your comfortable
with it.
SAMPLE PRACnCE SCHEDULE
11)2
NAME, _
TIME
7:00-8:00 AM
DATE, _
ACflVITlES(fASKS
WAKE UP
8:00-9:00 AM
9:0()..IO:00 AM
10:0()..1 1:00 AM
11:00-12:00 PM
12:00-1:00 PM
1:00-2:00 PM
2:(10.3:00 PM
3:00-4:00 PM
4:00-5:00 PM
5:()()'6:00 PM
6:00-7:00 PM
8:00.9:00 PM
9:06-10:00 PM
10:00-11:00 PM
BREAKFAST AND WAl.K TO SC.IOOI,
CLASSES
EXAM
CLASSES
LUNCH AND INTRAMURALS
ASSIGNME"T UUE fOR TEACHER
CLASSES
FIGURE SKATING/HOCKEY PRACI1CE
FlCURE SKATING/HOCKEY I'RACnCE
DINNER ANO CHORES
FREE TIME
HOMEWORK
.IOMEWORK
BEI>'I'IME
SAMPLE I'RACTICE SCHEDULE
NAME, _
TIME
7:00-8:00 AM
8:00-9:00 AM
9:00-10:00 AM
10:00-11:00 AM
11:00-12:00 PM
12:00-1:00 PM
1:00-2:00 PM
2:00·3:00 PM
3:004:00 PM
4:00·5:00 PM
5:00-6:00 PM
6:00·7:00 PM
7:00-8:00 PM
8:00-9:00 PM
9:00-10:00 PM
10:00-11:00 PM
DATE: _
ACTIVITIES/TASKS
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APPENDIX A
School Board Approval
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28 Mansfield Cresct'n!
St. John's, NF
AIE5E8
February 22 1994
Ms. Thomasina eleal
(A<;sistant Superintendent)
Roman Catholic School Board
for St. John's
Belvedere, Bonaventure Avenue
51. John's, NF
AIC3Z4
Dear Ms. Cleat:
I am currently in the process of implementing a program designed to teach
lime management skills to children and young adolescents at the
elementary school level. Difficulties with time management (especially in
the areas of school work and intrapersonal concerns) will be emphasized.
In onJcr to carry out this program, I will need to obtain a sample of
students at the grade five level. With the Board's permission I would
appreciate being able to select students from Immaculate Conception
School as the target group for the program.
This program is part of a larger project which is necessary for the
completion of my Master of Education requirements in Educational
Psychology. The project is being supervised by Dr, Lee klas. Department of
Educational Psychology, Memorial University of Newfoundland.
A copy of a parent permission form. along with a copy of ethical
procedures is enclosed for your convenience.
2\\
The implementation and post-evaluation or the program will he completed
by June 1994.
Sincerely yours,
Todd W. Osmond
(Counsellor/Therapist)
Encl.
APPENDIX B
Pllrental Consent Form
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Immaculate Conception School
Bennett Street
Bell Island, NF
AOA 4"0
Dear Parent:
As Counsellor/Therapist of Immaculate Co!!aption School. I am
currently preparing a research project that I hope to initiate within the next
few weeks. The overall purpose of the project is to develop. implement.
and evaluate a time management program for children and young
adolescents at the elementary school level.
The program wilt consist of the following components:
Overview of the stress concept.
2. Developing assertive skills.
3. Goal setting.
4. Using your lime.
5. Prioritization.
6. Creating a schedule.
The duration of the program will be approximately 6·8 weeks with
1-2 sessions per week. Each session will be 40 minutes in duration.
Participation in all aspects of the program will be entirely voluntary, and
any stutlent can opt out of the program at any time.
If you have any concerns nr questions about the program or ynur
child's participation in it, you can contact me at 41l8-2871.
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The Roman Catholic School Board and school officials have already
given consent to proceed with the program. lf)'Ou agree with your child's
participation in this program, please sign the attached consent form on the
following page.
Todd W. Osmond
Program Leader
(Counsellor/Therapist)
Dr. LKlas
Department of Educational Psychology
Memorial University or Newfoundland
(Program Supervisor)
Immaculate Conception School
Bennen Street
Bell Island, NF
AQA4HO
Parent Permission Form
I hereby give consent for to
(Name of Child)
participate in a time·management training program al Imm;lculale
Conception School under the leadership of Mr. Todd W. Osmond
(Counsellor{Therapisl). I am fully aware thaI this program is
strictly ....oluntary and that my child can opt out at any lime.
(Parent/Guardian Signature)
(Date)
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ETHICAL. PROCEDURES
The school board and school administration has granted permission
to carry out this project.
2. A permission rorm (a~ ~.:ned) will be sent out to the parents. The
following information will be given.
(i) The parents will be informed of the general nature of the
proj~,ct. The contcnts of the time-management program will he
explained to the parents as well.
3. The participation of the children themselves is entirely voluntary in
that they can withdraw at any time.
4. The confidentiality of the subjec'" will he maintained through the
rollowing means:
(i) No names will appear on the post-evaluation me;lsure.
(ii) The evaluation data obtained will be used only by the project
leader. The purpose of the data is to provide the project
leader with feed hack regarding the group's overall
impressions of the time -management program. All data will
be analyzed and presented as a group rather than on an
individual basis.
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5. Administrative Procedures:
(i) Administrative Time: The duration of the program will be
approximately 6-8 weeks with one or two 40 minute sessions
per week.
Oi) The purpose of the project will be explained in a general
sense to the children. The children will be reassured that
information shared throughout the program will be kept
confidential. The children will be given the opportunity to opt
out of the program at any time if they so wish to do so.
(iii) The children will he given the opportunity for questions and
further clarification of the project.
(iv) Post-evaluation datu will he kept confidential by the project
lea<iu.
Sincerely,
Todd W. Osmond
(Counsellor/Therapist)
APPENDIX I)
Stress Survey
ZIt)
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STRESS SURVEY
Directions: Read each of the following statements carefully. Rale yourself
on a scale of 1 10 5 with 1 being the lowest rating and 5 being the highest.
Circle only (Inc numher.
I feel I understand what stres.<; means. I 2 3 4 5
2. I am aware of some of the early warning
signs of stress. I 2 3 4 5
3. I know what causes stress. I 2 3 4 5
4. I understand how stress affects me personally. I 2 3 4 5
5. I am aware of my own level of stress. I 2 3 4 5
h. I fcell can hanule stres.<;ful situations. I 2 3 4 5




